
SHOWROOM 

FASTBACK
MUSTANG SHOP BUILDS FASTBACK TO DRAW CUSTOMERS

DIY: GAUGE RESTORATION

FEATURES  ’72 Bright Lime Convertible • Road Race ’68 Fastback • TECH  Replace Quarter-Panels

INSIDE SCOOP! HOW SHOW JUDGING WORKS

CALLING ALL  
YOUNG MUSTANG 
ENTHUSIASTS!



FAST & FREE DELIVERY
1 to 3 day delivery to most of the U.S.,  
Free UPS ground shipping on orders over $300.

EXPERIENCE
Since 1976 exceeding 
customer expectations!

EVERY-DAY PRICING
Why wait for sales or points programs?  
NPD’s every-day prices are competitive.

LARGEST INVENTORY
Over 570,000 square feet of 
fully-stocked warehouses / stores, 
Over 98% instant fill-rate!

Copyright © 2015 by National Parts Depot, All Rights Reserved.

WWW.NATIONALPARTSDEPOT.COM

N CAROLINA - Charlotte,
Local 704-331-0900

800-368-6451
MICHIGAN - Canton,
Local - 734-397-4569

800-521-6104
FLORIDA - Ocala,
Local - 352-861-8700

800-874-7595
CALIFORNIA - Ventura,
Local - 805-654-0468

800-235-3445

For fastest delivery & service call the NPD store closest to you

COURTEOUS 
SERVICE

Sales staff available  
24/7 or walk-in  

Mon. - Fri. 8am - 7pm 
Sat. - Sun. 9am - 5pm

CALL OR GO ONLINE

352-387-0021

SCAN HERE 
TO VISIT  
US ONLINE

SEE BEHIND  
THE SCENES  

WHAT MAKES  
NPD DIFFERENT

FREE
COLOR CATALOG

Also follow us on

IN STOCK AT FL, MI, NC & CA PICK UP & SAVE!

65-73 MUSTANG SHEET METAL

65-73 Tail Light Panels  
starting at $67.75

65-70  
Trunk Floors 
starting at $418.50

65-70 Full Quarters 
starting at $109.95

Made using aircraft quality  
aluminum that is black anodized,  
clear anodized or polished to  
architectural grades. This finish  
will not fade and is resistant to  
fingerprints and water spotting.
Back or Clear  65-66 $104.95 67-68 $114.50 69-70 $126.95
Polished 65-66 $119.95 67-68 $128.50 69-70 $144.50

RADIATOR TO  
GRILLE SHIELDS

Custom kit using modern circuits  
and fuses but with OE style switch connectors for ease of installation.  Kit includes all  
necessary wiring from head light to tail light and everything in between.  Modern fuses,  
correct switch connectors, perfect for custom cars with updated gauges or systems, kit 

requires car to have an internally regulated alternator 
or one wire conversion, Pertronix or electronic  
ignition (no points), volt meter (no amp meters)
65-66  ..................................... 14401-2M $699.95
67-68  ..................................... 14401-3M $699.95
69  ..................................... 14401-4M $699.95
70 Excl A/C, factory tach ... 14401-5M $769.95

COMPLETE CUSTOM WIRING KIT

Extra-heavy ivy gold cotton flannel, 
with an extremely effective  
protectorant called Durafin, which 
coats the outer layer of the cover to 
create a water-resistant yet breathable 
home for your classic. The best part 
your paint sees nothing of the Durafin 
all that touches the surface is soft, 
100% tufted cotton. 65-70 Fastback, 
coupe, convertible, Shelby $289.95

DURAFIN  
COVER

HALO LED CUSTOM HEAD LIGHT 7”, Multi color Halo 
ring with 21 SMD 
LED’s.  Main bulb is 
a standard H4 bright 
white Xenon capsule 
with the perimeter Halo 
lit by the super bright 
LED’s.  The Multi  
color sets allow you  

to custom tune the Halo colors using the included controller.  Up to 16 options can  
be set. 5-3/4” or 7” white ring $194.95, Multi color ring $249.95

These beautiful louvers match OEM in construction and  
appearance. Black satin finish aluminum. Curvature and  
styling gives correct look when installed. Included with kit:  
Hinges (44272-1A),  
Latches (44274-1A),  
Installation hardware kit (44275-3A),  
Gasket set (44275-1A),  
Rubber gasket (44284-1A).
69-70  ............44268-3B $359.95

MOST CORRECT LOUVERS AVAILABLE!

Strong, lightweight and smooth these wings come molded in black ABS plastic with a structural 
foam core and could be installed as-is if you desire.  They are easily scuffed for paint and will 
look great either way.   Die cast pedestals and stamped brackets have excellent details and the 
whole assembly slides together perfectly.  And finally we supply concours fasteners correct for 
use with reinforcement brackets from AMK Products for a final, perfect, show winning touch.

CONCOURS APPROVED!

69-70  44210-1,  71-73  44210-2  $119.95

Made with original style tools to cut stripes 
from the thick OE style 3M material that will 
reflect the silver & gold tones.
69 Mach Black w/gold ..20000-6AC $249.95
69 Mach Red w/gold .....20000-7AC $249.95
69 Mach Gold w/white ..20000-7BC $249.95
69 BOSS 302 Black .......20000-8AC $299.95
70  BOSS 302 Black .......20000-10AC $299.95

CONCOURS CORRECT 
REFLECTIVE STRIPES



FORD LICENSED PRODUCT

NPD OFFERS FORD BRAND CATALOGS FOR
65-73 MUSTANG
79-93 MUSTANG
55-57 THUNDERBIRD
48-79 F-SERIES TRUCK 
80-96 F-SERIES TRUCK
66-96 BRONCO

Developed many  
years ago and tested  
in the tough Florida sun  
and rain on every day cars to  
expensive exotics.  Provides a Pebble Beach  
concours winning finish!  $69.99

CHADWICK’S  
TRIPLE PLAY  
CARE SYSTEM

BOESHIELD® T-9, RUST 
PREVENTION AND  
PENETRANT
Technology created and owned by Boeing to 
coat and prevent rust on bare metal surfaces, 
dries to a clean waxy water resilient coating, 
penetrates pores and dissolves rust.
T-9 12 oz. spray  $16.99, 
1 gallon bottle  $114.99

 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row
 $172.50 $258.50 $324.95

2mm thick aircraft 
grade aluminum,  
fully TIG welded  
for strength and 

durability. 

ALUMINUM  
RADIATOR

65-66 (from 12/1/64),  
 copper, repro   
 14A324-1A $9.95

CONSOLE GLOVE BOX 
LIGHT CONTACT

65-66 Front 1-1/4” .............................5482-15A $219.95
67-70 Front 1-1/4” .............................5482-16A $211.95
65-70 Rear 3/4” .................................5A772-15A $254.50

High end bar built  
for hard use.   
Urethane bushings 

throughout, silver vein  
     hammertone powder  
         coated.

QA1 quality shock  
absorbers, struts and  
other suspension components are highly responsive,  
consistent and the best value on the market today. QA1  
is proud to manufacture all shocks in the USA.
Front or Rear non-adjustable ................................$124.26
Single adjustable .................. Front $190.89, Rear $180.95
Rear Double adjustable .........................................$276.42

QA1 SHOCK  
ABSORBERS

Special design made  
specifically to allow easy use and alignment to  
aftermarket 4 barrel intakes and carburetors, stainless steel
69-73 Holley bolt pattern 4v ..............9741-8 $54.95

ACCELERATOR 
CABLE BRACKET

Pair, Mounted inside 
the frame rail these 
are used to reinforce 
the holes that locate 
the dual exhaust 
hangers
65-70 
Factory dual exhaust 
0101A24-1A  $26.70

REAR FRAME RAIL
CRUSH TUBES

Replacement style
65-67  ..................1102-3A $99.50
68-69 excl 69 Boss 302/429, 69-70  
 Shelby ........1102-4A $73.95
Concours correct 
69 Boss 302 ....1102-6 $199.95
69-70 Shelby GT350/500 
  ..................1102-6 $199.95
70-73 2 pc rotor, excl Shelby 
  ..................1102-7 $50.38

FRONT BRAKE ROTOR

65-66 Concours correct,   
 pair .... 2K004-0A $74.50
67 RH ..... 2K004-1A $39.95
67 LH ..... 2K005-1A $39.95
68-73 RH ..... 2K004-2A $29.95
68-73 LH ..... 2K005-2A $29.95

BRAKE ROTOR 
SPLASH SHIELD

65 Hanger holes are drilled, US-made  
 RH  0113A12-1B  $29.95,  LH  0113A13-1B  $29.95
66 Hanger holes & seat belt hole are drilled, US-made 
 RH  0113A12-2B  $29.95,  LH  0113A13-2B  $29.95
67-70 Hanger holes & seat belt hole are drilled, US-made
 RH  0113A12-3B  $29.95,  LH  0113A13-3B  $29.95

FLOOR PAN  
MUFFLER  
HANGER REINFORCEMENT PANEL

Exact repro.  Made on the  
original tooling by the original supplier.
68-70 428 CJ, Boss 429 .............3D746-2A $379.95
69 Boss 302 ..........................3D746-3A $379.95
70 Boss 302 ..........................3D746-4A $379.95

P/S OIL COOLER 

HOSE, POWER STEERING,  
CONCOURS STYLE

Correctly styled and bent power  
steering hoses are faithfully reproduced to  
closely match originals, not a generic one size fits all!  
Designed for the discriminating restorer these hoses have  
correct fittings, tubes, finishes and stamped part numbers.  
Go online or call your closest depot for applications and prices.

Concours reproduction with cast in glass  
FoMoCo script as found on original  
early bulbs, halogen filament that  
is unmarked (no “halogen”  
marking on lens) making this  
bulb suitable for concours  
judging while still providing  
exceptional driving light.  
65-68  Each  13007-1E  $21.95

“FOMOCO” SEALED HEAD LIGHT

Exact concours repro, 
welds to center of rear 
floor transition pan.   
Used only in 1965-66  
on cars with a 9” rear  
axle (289 Hipo engine).
65-66   
289 Hipo  4731-2A 
$54.50

REAR AXLE BUMPER BRACKET

Pre-molded in a black high gloss finish this hose kit not 
only looks show ready but performs as well.  
65-69 260,289,302 ......................8260-2SA $58.95

SILICONE  
HOSE KIT CONCOURS CORRECT TIE RODS, 1965-66 260, 289

Outer
M/S, 2 reqd .3A130-4C $124.95
LH, P/S........3A130-3C $140.27
RH, P/S .......3A130-4C $124.95

Inner
M/S, 2 reqd .3A131-2C $159.50
LH, P/S........3A131-1C $159.50
RH, P/S .......3A131-2C $159.50

G-Stock style has  
an OE look and  
the Velocity 
gauges has a  

more aggressive performance style. The quality of Classic  
Instruments surpasses most gauges on the market and 
order with confidence because these gauges are hand-
crafted here in the US! 5-year manufacturer warranty.

CLASSIC INSTRUMENTS
5050 type SMD style  
lights are more efficient  
than normal LED’s.  27  
SMD diodes emit very  
low heat.  Requires the  
use of an electronic  
flasher unit 13350-6 for both the turn signal and emergency 
flasher circuits. Offered in Red, Yellow & White. Use in place 
of UL1157 or UL1156 bulbs. $39.95 each.

SMD STYLE LED
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ON THE COVER: 

Anytime you have a storefront for your business, 

whether that business  sells shoes or widgets, 

you need something in the front window to draw 

people in. That’s why Mustangs & Fords OC in 

Santa Ana, California, built this bright Poppy Red 

’65 fastback, to draw customers in and show them 

what the shop can do. Credit for the photo goes to 

Jim Smart, who also shot the gauge photo. Jerry 

Heasley, Stephen Brooks, and Stacy Reynolds took 

the other photos on this month’s cover.
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THE CLASSIC 
MUSTANG 
AUTHORITY

Modern power gains and wider, low
profile tires just donʼt work well with
the old stock suspension in classic
Mustangs and Fords. This unique
front strut system eliminates bump
steer, and actually strengthens the
entire front end while allow-
ing height adjustments for
superior handling and ride.
No upper control arms means
you can trim the shock towers
for more engine room.

Complete Kit As Shown. Some
Owner Supplied Parts Are Required.

* Fits ’63-’73 Falcon, Fairlane, ‘70-’77
Maverick, Torino & Mercurys Too!

$2095Strut Suspension
Kit Starts At Just

Uses ’90-’03 Escort Rack
& Pinion and Large Tie Rods

Can Be Optioned With
Coilovers or AirRide

Totally Bolt-On System
Strengthens Your Front
Unibody Area Too!

Uses ’94-’04 Mustang
Disc Brakes or Optional
Wilwood Brake Kit

Fat Man Bolt-On
Strut Suspension

TMwww.fatmanfab.com

704-545-0369
Mon-Thurs 7am-6pm EST - Fri 7am-12 noon

All ISO 9002
Compliant Engineering

Made In The USA

Nobody Can Fit More Fords!

For 1964-1973 Mustangs*

Top Seller!

MM 6/15

We can drop your stock front
end with re-engineered spindles,
add disc brakes, and provide
power steering for superior ride
and handling.

Compete Disc
Brake Kits

‘54-’78 Fords, ‘55-’79 T-Birds, ‘49-’79 Lincoln!

Dropped Spindles For fifties,
Sixties & Seventies Fords!

$535 $595To

Dropped Spindles
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Rob Kinnan  E D I T O RHOOF BEATS THE VARIETY INHERENT IN OUR MUSTANG WORLD{ }

about a million other details mean the 

difference between going home with a 

trophy and going home dejected. You 

can sink as much money into a race 

Mustang as a show-winner, sometimes 

much more depending on how  

serious the car is, but the focus is  

entirely different.

Then there’s the ultimate driver, 

such as PRW. You usually don’t have 

to drop as much money into a car like 

this and it can be easier to build, but the 

demands on the car are more compli-

cated than the previous two examples. 

Even if the car is a daily driver, you 

don’t want it to be a turd when it comes 

to performance so some compromises 

to docility are made in the name of 

horsepower. Thoughts must be directed 

to fuel mileage and most of all reliabil-

ity, meaning an overdrive transmission 

and other things that make it a com-

petent and efficient interstate cruiser 

that won’t break down and leave you 

stranded in the middle of the desert 

somewhere. Like the racer, the cross-

country cruiser needs a lot of post-build 

shakedown time and tuning to get it 

just right, but when a race-type car fails 

there’s normally a trailer around to 

save the day. Not so with a driver. The 

restoration builders don’t have to worry 

about any of this.

We haven’t even talked about build-

ing a street/strip car, a top-speed car, or 

any of the other myriad ways in which 

to build a Mustang the way you want 

it, but the point is that we all need to 

appreciate what it takes to build the dif-

ferent styles of Mustangs, and support 

each other. It bugs me when a car show 

guy bags on a performance guy for not 

having the original parts, and vice versa. 

Each person built their car the way they 

wanted it, and we all should respect 

everyone’s choices and execution. We’re 

all in this together after all. 

NE OF THE GREATEST THINGS 

ABOUT BEING A MUSTANG  

ENTHUSIAST—any automotive 

enthusiast really—is that it offers many 

different ways to enjoy the cars. Using 

this issue as an example, we have a 

story on the ins, outs, and history of the 

judging standards of the Mustang Club 

of America (MCA); a feature on a ’68 

fastback built for hard-core autocross-

ing; and the beginning of Project Road 

Warrior (PRW) that is being built as a 

cross-country cruiser.

Those are three totally different 

ways to build a Mustang and use it, and 

each style has its merits and support-

ers. Here at Mustang Monthly, we of 

course support and encourage every 

type of Mustang build (well, other than 

a Dub-’Stang with 28-inch wire wheels 

and bass boat-flake metallic paint, of 

course) and appreciate the work and 

talent that goes into a build, regardless 

of style. Each style has its own unique 

difficulties and benefits.

Take for instance a car restored to 

factory-correct perfection in search 

of a top MCA class award. Of all the 

build styles, this one is probably the 

most difficult. On the surface you might 

think, “What’s so hard about taking a 

car back to stock?” But read the story 

about what Bob Perkins and crew look 

for when judging a car, and how it got to 

that point, and you’ll understand. Years 

ago, guys would just spray bomb the 

underside of their Boss 302 with black 

Krylon and call it a day, putting all of 

their attention into the visible parts of 

the car, but that just won’t fly in today’s 

world of minutely inspected Mustangs. 

If you read Jerry Heasley’s story on 

parts “cobbing” a few months ago, then 

you know how ridiculously difficult it is 

to find the N.O.S. parts needed to build a 

Thoroughbred Gold winner—and even 

if you find them you’d better have a 

water-cooled checkbook to afford them. 

Really, when an original battery can 

cost up to $15,000 my thought is that it 

better power your entire neighborhood, 

not just your Shelby Mustang! But 

when the car is done it becomes a time 

machine back to a simpler day when gas 

was cheap, cars were cool, and Japanese 

imports were total junk.

Now consider a purpose-built 

autocross car, or open track/road racer. 

Builders of these cars don’t care about 

originality because original parts just 

make a Mustang slower. The focus 

of the build is performance, and that 

means original hoses and clamps get 

tossed in the trash (or stuck on a shelf 

in the garage, high up and out of the 

way) and replaced with braided steel 

hose and AN fittings that won’t leak or 

rupture during extreme use. Whereas 

the majority of the effort in a resto-

ration is in building the car the first 

time, a performance-based Mustang’s 

real work begins after all the parts are 

installed. You don’t build a race car 

to come in Second, so a serious racer 

spends most of the time tuning the 

engine and chassis in the hunt for bet-

ter lap times. Subtle changes in shock 

valving, spring rates, corner weight, and 

O

CALLING ALL YOUNG CAR GUYS AND GIRLS!
If you are under the age of 35 and have a ’64-’73 Mustang, 
get your car featured on MustangMonthly.com and win 
$200 in parts and accessories from Tony Branda through 
our Generation-M promotion. Just take a video of you and 

your Mustang and tell us why you should be a Generation-M Club winner, 
then post it to our Facebook page and at the end of each month, we’ll pick 
a winner. Check out our Facebook page for more information! 
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PONY EXPRESS LETTERS TO THE EDITOR{ }Mustang Monthly Readers  T E X T

THE COOLEST CART 

ON THE COURSE

I 
had my ’64½ Caspian 

Blue convertible in 

the Readers’ Album 

a few years ago when 

we were living in Essex, 

Vermont. The car was 

completely restored in 

2008 and has logged about 

15,000 miles since then 

going to shows, cruises, and 

ice cream runs, and we’ve 

since relocated to Viera, 

Florida, a golf community 

that allows me to enjoy 

the car year-round. When 

it came time to buy a golf 

cart, it couldn’t be just any 

golf cart—why not a vintage 

Mustang cart to match the 

real car? We’d been to The 

Villages in Florida, the golf 

cart mecca of the world, 

a number of times so we 

knew all of the possibilities! 

A trip down to Golf Carts 

Unlimited in Melbourne, 

Florida, got the ball rolling. 

A local autobody shop 

matched the color perfectly, 

including the off-white top, 

an upholsterer matched 

the stitching on the seat, 

and we added a few real 

Mustang details, including 

taillights, a ’64½ gas cap, 

and 289 V-8 front fender 

emblems. We used a ’66 

front grille corral because it 

bolts from the back, which 

made installation easy. 

Now, if I can only find a way 

to get whitewalls and wheel 

covers for it.

The cart was unveiled at 

the golf course last week-

end. After the initial envy 

wore off, most of my fellow 

golfers were impressed!

Bob Urban

Viera, Florida

tions? I am not looking for a show car, 

just a great classic car I can enjoy safely. 

Thank you for your time.

Juan Martinez

Via email

Juan, properly tuned, the inline-six 

makes for a great-driving Mustang—

not a speed demon, but a nice, smooth 

running car that should pull down 

some good mileage on your 50-mile 

commute. Your thoughts are correct 

on the cooling system (nobody enjoys a 

car that overheats) and spot-on when it 

comes to brakes. The two most important 

parts of any car, from a safety standpoint, 

are steering and brakes, so absolutely 

upgrade the brakes to the level that 

your budget allows. There are many 

advertisers in Mustang Monthly who 

can help you out with that. If your drive 

involves highway miles and over 60-mph 

cruising, I would suggest an overdrive 

trans swap or an aftermarket overdrive 

unit like that from Gear Vendors. Your 

engine and fuel mileage will thank you 

for it.

DISAPPOINTED NO LONGER

I 
was very disappointed when 

my favorite magazine (Modified 

Mustangs & Fords) was discon-

tinued, but as a longtime reader 

of Mustang Monthly I’m very happy 

to see articles on modified cars and no 

articles on the newer Mustangs—I get 

plenty of info on the newer Mustangs 

from other publications. Keep up the 

good work and we can never have too 

many how-to stories.

Richard Bakan

Via the Internet

JERRY’S NUMBER ONE FAN

M
y wife pulled me away 

from an episode of 

my favorite TV show 

Chasing Classic Cars 

recently one evening to find out who 

was lurking in our garage, toting a 

large camera. I looked out the back 

window and muttered, “It’s only Jerry 

Heasley looking for another Mustang 

barn find.” Thank goodness all this 

took place during a commercial! Your 

Sept. ’15 Barn Finds issue was the 

best, and all because of Jerry’s ar-

ticles. I flip to his first when receiving 

my copy in the mail, and in this case I 

was occupied longer than normal—his 

writings encompassed practically 

the entire issue. We readers can’t 

get enough of his stories. In fact, I 

pleaded with him at the Tulsa Mid 

America show in June to publish one 

more Finds book, but he replied that 

it’s presently not in the cards. Maybe 

if enough of us write to him, we can 

change his mind. Outstanding issue!

Jim Kreuz

Lake Jackson, Texas

HAND-ME-DOWN

I
’m starting a hand-me-down 

project ’65 inline-six with an 

auto trans, all drum brakes, all 

stock. Do you have any advice 

on making this fun project more road 

worthy? I’m thinking of driving it at 

least twice a week to work, which is 

about 50 miles each way. Doing some 

research I have thought about getting 

an aluminum radiator, a six-blade fan, 

front disc brakes, and a 20-gallon gas 

tank. Do you have any other sugges-



SuperCoils deliver up to 15% more spark energy for maximum 
performance, economy, and throttle response.

upgrade it !

ACCEL SuperCoils for LS, Hemi and Toyota are also available. 
Visit accel-ignition.com for a complete application listing.
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TORSION TAMER
ii Is your fastback’s trunklid not staying up or its torsion rod banging 

around, scratching your trunklid? You’re probably missing the torsion 
rod bracket that supports the rod and retains it to the trunklid. This 
much-needed little part is finally being reproduced right here in the 
U.S.A. from Virginia Mustang. The bracket (PN ER-1741) is for ’65-’67 
fastbacks, including Shelby models with metal framed trunklids. It is 
complete with proper mounting screws and the insulator. A limited 
number of rubber insulators are also available separately.  
INFO: (540) 896-2695;  

WWW.VIRGINIACLASSICMUSTANG.COM.

BRAKING BEAUTY
ii Now you can look good under the hood while improving your 

braking system, thanks to the highly polished chrome power brake 
booster kit for ’641/2-’66 Mustangs from Performance Online. This 
kit (PNBBX-C6466MC) bolts into the factory location on your firewall 
and features a chrome 7-inch power booster, chrome mounting 
brackets, chrome proportioning valve (disc applications only), chrome 
proportioning valve bracket and lines, and a dual-bowl master cylinder 
with chrome cap and retainer. They are available for drum, front disc, or 
four-wheel disc applications with automatic transmission.  
INFO: (800) 638-1703;  

WWW.PERFORMANCEONLINE.COM.

KEEP HEAT AWAY
ii Now there’s an easier way to protect hose, 

hard lines, and wiring from extremes of heat 
that can damage or destroy these items. 
Design Engineering Inc. (DEI) now offers Heat 
Shroud, a high-temp glass fiber fabric that 
is bonded to aluminized material that reflects 
90 percent of radiant heat as well as direct heat 
contact up to 500 degrees F. A hook and loop 
closure design allows for easy installation over in-
place items. DEI’s Heat Shroud is available in 3-foot 
lengths and in three sizes that allow fitment from 
1/2- to 21/2-inch diameters.  
INFO: (800) 264-9472;  

WWW.DESIGNENGINEERING.COM.

MATCHED FUEL
ii When building a fuel system for your Mustang it can be tough trying 

to figure out just what fuel pump you need and what fuel pressure 
regulator will complement it. Edelbrock has taken the anxiety out of 
the equation with three new fuel pump and regulator kits that are 
designed for carbureted and fuel-injected applications. For carbureted 
use Edelbrock’s PN 17923 kit features its Quiet-Flo pump regulator. For 
EFI applications Edelbrock offers two kits, one with a billet pump (PN 
17943) and one with an inline street pump (PN 35943). Each kit includes 
mounting hardware and full instructions.  
INFO: (310) 781-2222; WWW.EDELBROCK.COM.

{ THE LATEST PRODUCTS }
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MODERN INTERPRETATION
ii Scott Drake has launched a new aluminum wheel line under the Legendary 

Wheel Company brand where it will release modern aluminum wheels based off 
of classic wheel designs like the Styled Steel Wheel (shown here), the Magnum 
500, and others. These cast aluminum wheels bring a new, yet familiar, look to 
classic Mustangs. Modern touches include precision machining, deep stepped 
lips, and more. They come in 15x7 and 16x8, both with 4.25-inch backspacing. Show-
quality die-cast center caps are available separately, including Mustang and G.T. 350.  
INFO: (800) 999-0289; WWW.SCOTTDRAKE.COM.
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PONY TALES

T
he whole world, it 

seems, has been wait-

ing for Revology Cars to 

actually start building its 

Mustang replica. Early 

on “Internet experts” everywhere were 

questioning would the company actu-

ally pull off such a monumental process 

of building a full re-engineered classic 

Mustang with modern amenities, 

safety, and performance. We’ll freely 

admit we were a tad skeptical as well, 

but Revology Cars started production 

on its first customer cars in August 

2015 and is currently working through 

a fairly decent backlog of build orders.

The unveiling of the Revology Cars 

Mustang at the Amelia Island concours 

in March 2015 created an order frenzy, 

but Revology was still finalizing build 

parameters, options, and more at the 

time. Notes Tom Scarpello, Revol-

ogy founder and CEO, “Now it is very 

exciting to hit our next milestone, 

the start of production. The team has 

worked very hard to make this happen. 

Launching a new car company is a 

significant achievement. We were over-

whelmed with the customer response 

since the reveal of our concept car in 

March, but needed the past several 

months to complete all of the develop-

ment work and gear up for production. 

Luckily, our customers have been very 

patient as we methodically follow  

these steps.”

The final product specifications, 

which vary in several areas from the 

original concept car shown in March 

2015, have been released. These final 

specs show that Revology Cars will be 

offering two versions of their ’65-’66 

Mustang replica—the Premium and 

the GT. “The Premium version is a 

well-balanced car, with excellent per-

formance, yet with a supple ride and 

isolation from road noise. The GT is for 

customers who are willing to trade off 

a little comfort for increased perfor-

mance,” says Dan Maas, Revology’s 

technical director. “When you have 

a Mustang with the power-to-weight 

ratio of a Ferrari F355, you need a 

capable chassis to harness that perfor-

mance.” Of course the Premium and 

GT product lines are just the begin-

ning, as several configurations of each 

line are available for ordering by the 

customer. To see all of these configura-

tion options just go to Revology Cars’ 

website at www.revologycars.com  

and take a peek at the order forms, 

Revology Mustang  
Replica Production Starts

{THE WORLD OF MUSTANGS}



NEWSDESK
MagnaFlow has completely rebuilt 

its website to provide a new look and feel, 

including easy-to-use drop-down filters to 

quickly find relevant products by application, 

size, and more. Check it out for yourself at 

www.magnaflow.com. If you’re going to be 

wheel shopping soon then you’ll be happy 

to know that Jegs now carries the full line of 

MHT alloy wheels. MHT’s line includes Niche, 

Foose, Fuel, and U.S. Mags, so there’s a wheel 

style and size for every project. See all of 

MHT’s wheels at www.jegs.com/v/MHT/608. 

Our friends at Ford Performance have been 

offering the Fast News email newsletter for 

a while now. If you’re not familiar with it visit 

www.fordperformance.com and click on the 

“newsletter” button to sign up. Most car and 

truck enthusiasts have seen the PBS-based 

TV show Motorweek at least a few times in 

their lives. This year Motorweek celebrates 

35 years as the longest running automotive 

television show. Check out www.motorweek.

org for full episodes and a history of the 

series. Often a custom radiator is the only 

option for a custom project or for an engine 

swap. AFCO Racing Products now offers 

custom aluminum radiators built to your 

specs. Visit www.afcodynapro.com/afco-

tech-tips and download the custom radiator 

form to get started.

equipment package contents, and 

options guides there, including full 

pricing information.

Over the next 12 months Revology 

Cars will be increasing production of 

its Mustang replica to be able to deliver 

a minimum of three units per month. 

Currently orders are coming in from 

all over the globe. “The first Revology 

Mustang is a triple-black ’66 convert-

ible with the Coyote 5.0L engine, 

destined for a customer in Ethiopia,” 

Scarpello says. “Right now, 40 percent 

of our production is going overseas. En-

thusiasts worldwide love the Mustang, 

and they love what we’re doing with it.” 

As Mustang replica production ramps 

up Revology Cars will also be working 

on bringing the rest of the company’s 

divisions online for upgrades to exist-

ing classic Mustangs, parts sales, and 

service too. 



QAn even layer of dust blanketed the interior.
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QWhen they opened the container, sunlight hit the ’67 convertible for the first time in 20 years.

Y
OU MAY REMEMBER MICHAEL 

LIGHTBOURN of El Paso, Texas, 

from the September issue’s cover 

story on Barn Finds. Michael is a 

friend and we’ve gone on car hunting 

trips many times, so I perked up when 

he told me, “I know where there’s a 

pretty rare car. What do you think 

about a ’67 convertible with a 390 and 

a four-speed with a bench seat? And, 

it’s not a GT.”

My friend had found another gem, 

apparently, but there was one hitch 

in the car’s identity. The engine was a 

390, but the VIN on the fender apron 

had a C-code, denoting a 289 two-

barrel. But the build tag and trim tags 

both showed an S-code for the 390. 

Michael hadn’t bought the Mustang, 

but he’d been after this treasure 

since 1989. A few months passed and 

Michael called saying his friend, Jeff 

Roland, in Midland, Texas, had finally 

decided to let the convertible go after 

asking about it for over 25 years. 

Sometimes Rare Finds take decades  

to get. 

“The car had not seen the light of 

day in about 20 years,” Lightbourn 

said later. He wasn’t at all worried that 

the C-code in the fifth digit of the VIN 

on the fender apron proved this  

’67 model came with a 289 two-

barrel and had been modified. 

He was sure the 390 was stock. 

Apparently, the original buyer in 

Michigan wanted a muscle car and 

the 390 was Ford’s first big-block 

Mustang. The bench seat and four-

speed made the car that much more 

desirable. “This is a real bare-bones 

muscle car!”

We contacted Kevin Marti for 

his take and Marti first verified that 

the convertible came with a 390 and 

explained the reason for the mis-

take. Assembly line workers hand-

stamped VINs, and since they’re 

human, sometimes they make 

mistakes. He said, “I have numerous 

examples of bad stampings.”

Lightbourn picked up his car in 

Midland, Texas, and after it rolled 

out of the dark shipping container, 

Michael found a little bit of rust in 

the floorpans. He learned that the 

car came from Michigan to Midland 

in the late ’70s, and in addition to 

the four-speed, the ’67 convertible 

had a stock limited-slip differential 

with a set of 3.25:1 gears. 

The Marti Report

According to Kevin Marti’s book, 

Mustang … by the Numbers (1967-

1973), Ford built 2,181 Mustang 

convertibles for the ’67 model 

year with the 390 S-code, divided 

between 940 with four-speed, 1,135 

with automatic, and 106 with the 

three-speed manual. 

RARE FINDS  Jerry Heasley  T E X T  &  P H O T O S }{  S-CODE 390, NON-GT, FOUR-SPEED, BENCH SEAT FOUND
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Q The original paint is Acapulco Blue.

RAREFINDS

Q The engine is a matching-numbers big-block 390 FE.

BOOTH # 23187
BOOTH # 23187

2015

See Us At

WHEN IT COMES TO STEERING ONLY THE BEST 
WILL DO. IDIDIT HAS BEEN MAKING THE HIGHEST 
QUALITY STEERING COLUMNS 
AND ACCESSORIES SINCE 
1986. CHOOSE THE BEST 
FOR YOUR 1965-69 
MUSTANG. CHOOSE IDIDIT.

S I N C E  1 9 8 6



QA 390 without the GT package is rare in 1967, 
especially in a convertible.

Q The body buck tag was still on 
this car, being built in Dearborn. 
The VIN reveals an S in the fifth 
digit, correct for a 390.

Q The C-code stamping is a 
factory mistake in the fifth digit 
of the VIN on the fender apron. An 
assembly line worker should have 
stamped an S instead of a C.

Brake Upgrade Kits
SIX FABULOUS CHOICES
to suit every driving style and budget. 
All EBC rotors are now black GEOMET®

corrosion resistant coated...

These rotors WILL NOT RUST

NRS® - NUCAP Retention System® 
creates a mechanical bond, 
locking the friction to the 
backing plate.    

 Vehicle Type    Prices From
Stage 1 Kit 

Ultimax Daily driver pads & Geomet black OEM style rotors Any Vehicle       $99

Stage 2 Kit 

Greenstuff sport pads & USR slotted black Geomet Rotors Car         $145

Stage 3 Kit 

Greenstuff Trucksport pads & GD sport drilled black Geomet rotors Truck/SUV        $175 

Stage 4 Kit 

Redstuff premium fast street pads & USR slotted black Geomet rotors Car         $195

Stage 5 Kit 

Yellowstuff highest friction pads & GD sport drilled black Geomet rotors Any Vehicle      $245

Kit includes 100% British made ECO friendly quality high efficiency EBC brake pads fully tested and 
approved to meet or exceed all known standards plus premium Geomet corrosion resistant G3000 
iron rotors of your pattern choice. Geomet is the NUMBER ONE brake rotor anti corrosion surface 
coating used by OEM builders (they use silver, we prefer black Geomet). Coating withstands severe 
salt spray tests for 
corrosion resistance.

Ask at Pep Boys 
or your local retailer or 
shop online at .... www.ebcbrakes.com 
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D
o you remem-

ber the episode 

of the popular 

’60s television 

series The Andy Griffith 

Show when gas pump 

jockey and mechanic 

Goober Pyle completely 

disassembled an old Nash 

outside of the Mayberry 

courthouse, trying to find 

a stubborn elusive noise, 

and then reassembled 

the car in its entirety 

inside the sheriff’s office? 

This hilarious episode 

came to mind when Paul 

Gammerino invited us to 

Mustangs & Fast Fords 

OC for a shop tour and a 

close look at one of the 

more fascinating Mustang 

projects we’ve seen in a 

magazine history spanning 

nearly 40 years.

We have affectionately 

named this Poppy Red ’65 

Mustang restomod the 

“Showroom Fastback” for 

its most unique plate glass 

Jim Smart T E X T  &  P H O T O S

Mustangs & Fast Fords OC built this Poppy Red 

fastback in its Southern California showroom 

SHOWROOM 
SHOW OFF
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windowed birthplace at 

Mustangs & Fast Fords OC, 

3001 South Main Street in 

Santa Ana, California. It 

took Paul many years to 

transform this ride from 

a well-worn six-cylinder 

four-speed fastback to the 

pristine slippery Mustang 

classic you are seeing here. 

Paul bought the car in 2003 

in Long Beach. When he 

got the car home, he began 

his restoration efforts in 

earnest, disassembling 

the car and cataloging all 

salvageable parts. In 2006, 

Paul had the body media 

blasted, and then turned it 

over to Quigley’s Auto Body 

in Lake Forest, California, 

for bodywork and paint. 

The result is remarkable.

“I originally planned 

for this car to be red with 

white Shelby stripes,” Paul 

comments. “Wanting to 

build something unique 

and after decoding the 

Mustang’s warranty plate, 

I discovered the car was 

originally Poppy Red. 

That’s when my wife, 

Michelle, and I decided 

to go Poppy Red with 

white G.T. 350 stripes.” 

While the Mustang was 

at Quigley’s Auto Body in 

2006, Paul made a difficult 

career decision; saying 

goodbye to corporate life 

and ultimately launching 

Mustangs & Fast Fords 

OC (MFFOC). This was a 

sweaty palm experience 

for Paul because it 

was venturing into the 

unknown, yet something 

in which he and a buddy 

were very passionate. For 

years they spoke of opening 

a Mustang restoration and 

repair facility deep in the 

car culture of Southern 

California. MFFOC was an 

opportunity to follow that 

dream.

As Quigley was finishing 

up bodywork and paint, 

Paul was opening MFFOC 

Q Paul and his lovely wife, Michelle, have shared in this project together since 
its inception. They have since moved along to a new showroom project  

’65 Mustang convertible unfolding at MFFOC at this time.



�Q Paul’s fabrication skills shine here with abundant honeycomb in rich blue argent. 
We like the Xenon headlights and Shelby-style fiberglass valance.

�Q Forget packing luggage, you will have to use the fold-down rear deck floor. The trunk is for 
the ears only with the Rockford-Fosgate amp and subwoofer along with a Custom Autosound 
six-CD player. That’s an Optima AGM battery. This also means good weight distribution.

�Q Inside, standard becomes deluxe 
with cool monochrome appointments 
against white vinyl. Auto Meter 
instrumentation and the customized 
console with power window switches is 
inviting from any angle. That’s a LeCarra 
leather steering wheel that feels good 
to hold in your hands for any kind of 
driving. Paul had many interior items 
powdercoated in black satin. Check out 
the headlight and wiper knobs as well 
as the shifter handle; Paul had the knobs 
black powdercoated then carefully filled 
in the letters with white.
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SHOWROOMSHOWOFF {1965 MUSTANG FASTBACK}

six-cylinder fastback and 

wound up with a Main 

Street looker.

Paul’s objective was to 

build a great, fun-to-drive 

classic without all of the 

drawbacks of a traditional 

classic—a fuel-injected 

Ford Racing small-block 

with Edelbrock electronic 

fuel injection, automatic 

overdrive, a 9-inch Ford 

rearend with Detroit 

Truetrac and 3.73:1 gears, 

four-wheel power disc 

brakes with Porterfield 

performance friction pads, 

functional Shelby-style 

brake cooling ducts, a 

in Santa Ana. It was an 

exciting time to be alive, 

yet overwhelming for 

Paul because going into 

business has never been 

easy for anyone. Paul had a 

lot of experience managing 

people and resources, 

which helped him get this 

promising new business off 

the ground. What began as a 

personal car project wound 

up a great promotional 

tool for MFFOC. Paul put 

a business together along 

with a new showroom 

designed to show those 

passing MFFOC how 

restoration was performed.

When Paul got the 

fresh Poppy fastback body 

positioned on MFFOC’s 

showroom floor, it was 

an eye catcher from 

Santa Ana’s busy Main 

Street. People would 

stop by to witness a 

completely disassembled 

classic Mustang even if 

they weren’t interested 

in Mustangs. Project 

Showroom Fastback 

inspired some to restore 

classic Mustangs, but it also 

demonstrated what Paul 

and his team of seasoned 

professionals could do. 

They began with a humble 

Global West coilover front 

suspension, 4½-leaf mid-

eye rear springs with KYB 

shocks, a ’68-’69 Mustang/

Cougar collapsible steering 

column with Borgeson 

power steering and Saginaw 

pump, and subframe 

connectors underneath. 

Project Showroom 

Fastback yields all of the 

great qualities of a good 

looking classic with the 

advantages of late-model 

technology.

When Paul takes the 

wheel with Michelle, he’s 

driving a Mustang that 

keeps him intimate with 

the road, yet it offers solid 

comfort thanks to Nissan 

350ZX bucket seats clad 

in rich leather, Auto Meter 

instrumentation, a Scott 

Drake Rally-Pac, Custom 

Autosound Secretaudio, 

a Rockford-Fosgate amp 

and subwoofer, JRD 



Q The nice thing about crate engines like this 354-horse 302 from Ford Racing is the time 
they save. On your doorstep lands a ready-to-dress and install engine built to tough Ford 
specifications and exacting standards. On top is Edelbrock’s Pro Flow 2 injection system 
and MSD billet ignition.
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International tinted 

glass, Classic Auto Air 

electronic climate control, 

and Electric Life power 

windows. What’s more, 

Paul weaved in his own 

brand of comfort with 

cool console mods, LED 

rearview mirrors, remote 

trunk release, Xenon 

headlamps, illuminated 

Scott Drake sill plates, 

three-point belts, and 

sequential taillights. On 

the ground are American 

Racing 15x7 Mini-lite rims 

and Dunlop skins.

Paul’s original plan 

included Shelby quarter 

windows, which wound 

up being more involved 

than he wanted to get 

into. Instead, he opted for 

R-model–style quarter air 

extractor delete panels in 

steel he fabricated himself 

and painted to match 

the body. Paul tells us 

building a restomod is what 

separates the men from 

the boys because custom 

modifications take more 

time and patience. The 

’68-’69 Mustang/Cougar 

collapsible steering column 

was challenging because 

it was never designed to 

fit a ’65-’66 dashboard. 

With minor modifications 

he was able to dovetail 

the factory column into 

Borgeson’s integral worm 

and sector power unit, 

which fit perfectly. In order 

to get these sexy Nissan 

350ZX buckets into a 



QWe like these cool side exit exhausts from 
SpinTech mufflers that give the 345-horse 
302 crate engine from Ford Performance 
a snarly bark. Paul had the entire exhaust 
system ceramic coated.

Q Paul is a visionary who 
understood how to taste-
fully package a classic 
Mustang restomod; nothing 
loud and obnoxious here. 
Instead, cool nostalgic 15x7 
Mini Lites wrapped in Dun-
lop rubber complemented 
with G.T. 350 stripes and 
blazing Poppy Red two-
stage urethane.
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classic Mustang, Paul had 

to modify the seat pans for 

headroom clearance.

Everything you see 

on Project Showroom 

Fastback works as designed, 

giving Paul and Michelle 

great cruising pleasure. 

It also brings MFFOC 

a strong customer base 

because craftsmanship 

speaks for itself. We like the 

monochrome treatment 

Paul has exhibited 

throughout—notice black 

satin appointments where 

you normally see chrome. 

You’ve got to like what Paul 

did to the doors, which 

have early ’65-style clip-on 

door handles in satin black. 

Where window cranks 

would normally be Paul 

has opted for tiny tweeters 

that look as though they 

could have been original 

equipment. We can’t resist 

looking at this Mustang’s 

SHOWROOMSHOWOFF {1965 MUSTANG FASTBACK}



CLASSIC PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS, INC.

378 E. Orangethorpe Avenue  |  Placentia, CA 92870
714-522-2000  |  714-522-2500 fax
Prices subject to change without notice. 
Please note that kits and prices may 
vary between certain applications.

866-593-5736
www.classicperform.comwww.classicperform.com

starting at $379/pr

CALTRACS TRACTION BARS 

Substantially lighter than multileaf springs for 
unsprung weight savings. Made to work in 
conjunction with CalTracs.

SPLIT MONO-LEAFS

                     POWER STEERING
BOXES & CONVERSION KITS

Boxes - starting at  $379/ea 

Conversion Kits - starting at  $675/kit  

starting at  $1049/kit

New ready-built rearends with the same high-quality 
parts used in Currie custom-built rearends, at “off-
the-shelf” prices. Custom widths available.

9" REAR ENDS

HEAVY DUTY
31 SPLINE AXLES

STEEL TILT
STEERING COLUMNS
Add the comfort of tilt steering. available for
factory or after market steering wheel and factory and 
aftermarket steering systems.

COMPLETE
STEERING LINKAGE KIT
Improved with components designed to prevent 
bumpsteer. Required when installing CPP 400 
Series™ Box in your original P/S Falcon
or Mustang.   

Springs are designed so that the lower end sets on the coil-over shock 
and the upper end sets in the original spring bucket in the frame. This 
allows for the use of a longer and lighter spring for more stored energy, 
offering increased weight transfer. Greater durability is also achieved by 
locating the spring pressure in the frame and not on a single stud. The 
threaded aluminum body allows ride height adjustment and boasts an easy 
bolt-in installation. The system includes coil-over shocks, specially designed conical 
springs and all mounting hardware. 

Compact and lightweight, but really
packs a punch!    

CRATE REARENDS

Single Adjust - starting at $569/kit

starting at $299/kit

POWER STEERING 
PUMP KIT
This is an ideal kit 
for adding the 
components needed 
to operate a 
power box when 
converting to 
power steering. Small block Ford & straight 6 
cylinder available.

CPP MINI SUB-FRAME KITS
Eliminate the factory strut rods while 
incorporating a full lower “A” arm 
and ties the frame  rails together. 
Allows vehicle to maintain alignment. 
Available for 1965-70 Mustang & 
1961-65 Falcon.

Comes in black or
silver powder coat.

starting at $339/kit

$

ASK FOR IT BY 
NAME!

starting at $190/kit

1964-1/2-1970 MUSTANG ADJUSTABLE 
COIL OVER  CONVERSION SYSTEM 

FOR A LIMITED TIME GET A FREE 
SPANNER WRENCH BEARING KIT    

NEW!

NEW 
CALIPERS!

HUGE SELECTION
OF STEERING

COLUMNSstarting at  $406/ea If you have a leafspring car, we have a set of 
bars for you.

starting at  $299/kit

MUSTANG V8 SPINDLE KIT
Upgrade your original V8 spindles to the larger and 
stronger bearing pins. Kit will also upgrade 6 cylin-
der spindles for disc brake upgrades. Kit includes 
spindle pair, inner and outer bearings and spindle nut 
hardware kit.

V8
SPINDLES
1965-67

ASK FOR IT BY NAME!

          HIGH PERFORMANCE BRAKE
   UPGRADE KIT
This kit contains dual piston 

aluminum calipers, and all 
components needed to put on 
your classic Ford car running 

Granada spindles. Designed for the 
1975-80 Granada spindle will fit 

1965-73 Mustang and many other 
Ford car applications that utilize 
the Granada spindle. Spindles 

sold separately.

PRO-TOURING

REAR

FRONT

STANDARD AND PRO-TOURING
SWAY BAR KITS

PRO-TOURING
WITH BILLET MOUNTS

Frame rail mount and heim design for 
aggressive performance driving. Kits 
come complete with sway bar, poly bush-
ings, mounting brackets and all necessary 
hardware. Black powder coated finish.

STANDARD WITH BILLET MOUNTS

ALL PARTS ALSO SOLD SEPARATELY
Standard Plain - starting at $129/kits    

Standard w/Billets (shown) - starting at $189/kits
Pro-Touring Plain - starting at $189/kits

Pro-Touring w/Billets (shown) - starting at $279/kits

starting at  $769/kit

with Spindle-starting at  $869/kit

Bushings are available for 
all sizes of sway bars.

Front - $69/kit

BILLET SWAY BAR BRACKETS

9" FORD FLANGE
REAR DISC KITS

DON’T SEE WHAT 
YOU’RE LOOKING FOR?

Our popular Ford 9” rear 
end kits include rotors, cali-
pers, caliper mounting brackets, rubber hose kit, and 
mounting hardware. Shown with
optional upgrades

starting at $599/kit

FRAME
MOUNT
OR FIREWALL
BRAKE BOOSTER KITS 
Due to higher line pressures required with disc 
brakes, it is recommended that a power assist unit 
be added tothe system. These vacuum assit units 
are the solution! For Mustang and all popular Ford 
applications.

starting at  $229/kit

CONTACT US 
TODAY FOR 
OUR NEW 
CATALOG!

MUSTANG II IFS
TRUE INDEPENDENT PERFORMANCE SYSTEMNEW POWER 

RACK,

SWAY BAR AND 

11-3/4" ROTOR

PERFORMANCE 

BRAKES
INCLUDED!

Enjoy the comfort and benefits of having an independent suspension system 
in your early vehicle. These kits come with Premium 11.75" rotors and our 
Big Bore™ calipers; making a TRUE Performance Brake Kit, and with billet 
aluminum hubs that are lightweight & strong. Also included: crossmember, 
coil springs, spindles, gas shocks, upper & lower control arms, new power rack 
& pinion, 3/4" sway bar, plus mounting hardware. Available in 5x4.5 lug patterns..

Complete Kit starting at $1489/kit
Crossmember only 
starting at $209/kit

Complete Kit with
Wilwood Caliper Upgrade
starting at $1689/kit     

NEW
OPTION!

MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK!

starting at  - Upper   $309/kit 

starting at  - Lower  $399/kit    



Q In front is a Global West suspension system with coilover shocks and bulletproof 
adjustable strut rods. A Borgeson worm and sector power steering system delivers crisp 
vectoring without the slop of a vintage Mustang Bendix system.
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fascia with its acreage of honeycomb 

in rich gunmetal blue argent. The 

Xenon headlights are intoxicating. 

So is the carefully positioned pony 

and tribar treatment. Those brake 

cooler intakes in the fiberglass 

valance are functional.

MFFOC’s Showroom Fastback 

project is one of the more inspiring 

projects we’ve ever seen because it 

is doable for just about anyone with 

a passion for Mustangs. What makes 

Paul an extraordinary craftsman 

is time, experience, and patience. 

He took his time and never got in a 

hurry. And this is a lesson for all of 

us who like tackling restorations in 

our home garage. For Paul it was a 

matter of know what to do and what 

not to do on his way to getting this 

positive Poppy showroom ready. 

Q Paul’s use of monochrome in satin black is excellent because it yields an all-business 
demeanor and tones down the white when chrome might have been overwhelming. Black 
appointments are either powdercoated or painted. Two-tone door panels make the ride.

Q Ever think about the sheer number of parts that 
go into a ’65 Mustang fastback? This was a large 

part of the fascination about this showroom when 
people passed by and wanted to stop in. Most had 

never seen a completely disassembled automobile.

SHOWROOMSHOWOFF {1965 MUSTANG FASTBACK}



MOTORTRENDONDEMAND.COM  

THE WORLD’S PREMIER DESTINATION FOR AUTOMOTIVE  
 VIDEO CONTENT—MOTORSPORT, MOVIES, DOCUMENTARIES,  

ORIGINAL SERIES—AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

DRIVE IT.
RACE IT.
LIVE IT.



QBob Perkins (far right) is 
the MCA Technical Advisor. 

Judges call upon Perkins  
to help answer questions 

when scoring a car.

QOut of 500 entries, this ’70 
Boss 302 was one of three 

cars entered in the Thorough-
bred Class at the MCA Grand 
Nationals in Columbus, Ohio, 

this year (2015).

“UNQUALIFIED 

JUDGING IS 

WHAT GIVES 

JUDGING A BAD 

NAME.”—BOB 

PERKINS
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MCA SHOW JUDGING{ }HOW-TO

JUDGING THE CARS IS WHAT MAKES A 

BIG CAR SHOW EXCITING, and we don’t 

mean People’s Choice—we mean real judging 

that rewards owners with a job well done and 

even points out specifics to owners on ways 

to improve their cars for the next show. But 

judging has gotten a bad rap, as some people 

think that it takes the fun out of a car show. 

The biggest problem, as we’ll detail here, is 

poor judging standards and judges who don’t 

know how to judge. The Mustang Club of 

America (MCA) has cultivated high judging 

standards over more than 30 years, but this 

structure wasn’t created overnight.

In 1985, Bob Perkins became the MCA’s 

National Head Judge and people were think-

ing, “Oh, boy, now we’re all going to have to 

redo our cars. We’re going to have to redo our 

undercarriage like he did that Boss 302.”

The author was there and actually played 

a part in this history. I started flying (on my 

own dime) to Bob’s restoration shop in Ju-

neau, Wisconsin, to photograph and write de-

tailing articles on first-generation Mustangs, 

and one of the most popular and restoration-

altering detailing articles in Mustang Monthly 

was the undercarriage of Bob’s ’70 Boss 302, 

showing the color codes and correct finishes 

on parts. We also did articles on everything 

from undercarriages to batteries, engines, 

wheels, tires, voltage regulators, rev limit-

ers, fan belts, and on and on. Perkins recalls, 

“Those articles set the Mustang hobby on fire 

for detailing. We’d go into restoration shops 

and hobbyist garages all over the country 

and see those articles hanging on the walls.” 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, many MCA 

members could no longer compete and win in 

judging classes where they had been very suc-

cessful—judging standards had moved up. 

There are so many MCA members who 

deserve credit, such as the late and great Jim 

Osborne, who genuinely loved Mustangs and 

did so much to help raise the judging stan-

dards. I remember one time I needed valuable 

factory information for an article and Jim 

stayed up late one night photocopying speci-

fications for me and put them in the mail. In 

1980, the year Bob Perkins restored his first 

Boss 302, Osborne was MCA head national 

judge, followed by Bob Vickery, followed by 

Perkins. Osborne was from Georgia, the home 

of the MCA, Perkins was from Wisconsin, and 

the two men became good friends who shared 

a passion for first-generation Mustangs.

They shared their expanding expertise 

with the hobby to MCA members, such as 

using those highly illustrative and authorita-

tive original Ford Mustang assembly manuals. 

Perkins laughs when he recalls how Osborne 

would reproduce a decal and say, “That’s 

gonna cost you.” But he didn’t charge his 

friend; Osborne, who died in 1998, was a true 

enthusiast and a pioneer in the hobby and 

recognized Perkins as a rising star in the Mus-

Jerry Heasley  T E X T  &  P H O T O S

DOES “REAL” JUDGING MAKE A CAR SHOW FUN, OR IS IT A PARTY POOPER?

Here Comes Da’ Judge





Q The MCA uses a lift to elevate Thoroughbred class cars, 
like this ’69 Boss 429, for undercarriage judging.

Q Terry Snyder (left) and J.P. Weber score this ’69 Boss 429 
undercarriage according to details laid out on their judging 
sheets, which are extensive.

{ }HERECOMESDA’JUDGE MCA SHOW JUDGING

tang hobby. Today, Perkins laughs at 

the resistance from some of the MCA 

members in those early days. The 

collective word on the street went 

something like, “We ain’t having no 

Yankee from Wisconsin telling us 

how to restore cars.”

It started when Perkins trailered 

his Boss 302 to Birmingham, 

Alabama, in 1981, pulling it with his 

father’s 307-powered GMC truck 

with a three-speed on the column. He 

shared a room with his friend Gary 

Schwartz (a Wisconsin police officer 

who trailered his own car with a 

Mopar police cruiser) to save money, 

but Perkins spent the night in the 

cruiser to guard his Boss 302 in that 

rough part of town. About midnight, 

Perkins heard Osborne and Bob Vick-

ery approaching. Perkins overheard 

Osborne say, “Where’s this Boss 

302 we’ve all been hearing about?” 

Osborne and Vickery got out a flash-

light and started looking at the green 

Boss and after the two inspected it 

for a while, Osborne was impressed 

enough to tell Vickery, “Yeah, this 

damn Yankee is going to teach us red-

necks a thing or two about restoring 

Mustangs.”

Osborne and Perkins then began 

working together to upgrade judging 

standards, and as MCA’s president, 

Osborne used his power to make Per-

kins the MCA Head National Judge 

in 1985. The word from Osborne was, 

“Bob, you need to take [the judging] 

to the next level,” and Perkins did 

just that, with help from Osborne. 

Perkins also gives me credit for 

photographing and writing up scores 

of detailing articles for Mustang 

Monthly starting in the ’80s. After the 

undercarriage-detailing story, restor-

ers could no longer just undercoat 

or spray paint the underside of their 

cars black; they had to detail the 

entire car. “A lot of people didn’t like 

that,” Perkins recalls.

But, as time passed, restora-

tions improved, along with judging 

requirements, and these improved 

standards created better cars. Own-

ers became more proud of their cars 

and the elevated standard of excel-

lence, and today the MCA has 35 

PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS

®

All New 2015 Catalog Online At:

pain lessper formance .com

American Proud

American Made

FOR 25 YEARS

Find Your Dealer 800.54.WIRES Tech Line 800.423.9696

Years of painless

electrical solutions
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We’ve Made Our Reputation With Innovative Wiring Harnesses

For Hot Rods, Classics and Race Cars. But Did You Know We
Also Offer More Than 500 Unique Electrical Components

Engineered To Make Your Build Faster and Easier?

These 22 circuit
direct fit 1965-1970 Mus-

tang harnesses have many of the
factory connectors already installed
on the harness out of the box.
These harnesses use our unique
covered micro-fuse block. Also
featured is an auxiliary circuit with
20 amp relay for accessories such
as fog lights, or an electric fuel
pump. Each wire is custom printed
wi th the c i rcu i t r ou t i ng
as we l l as us i ng Fo rd
co l o r codes for
easy installation.

20120 - 22 Circuit Direct Fit
1965-66 Mustang Chassis Harness

20121 - 22 Circuit Direct Fit
1967-68 Mustang Chassis Harness

20122 - 22 Circuit Direct Fit
1969-70 Mustang Chassis Harness

Ford Color Code

Direct Fit Mustang Chassis Harnesses - Catalog Page 27

The perfect harness to install a 5.0L
engine into your classic Ford or hot
rod. This harness includes an 8 cir-
cuit modular fuse block, detailed
step-by-step manual, and Ford color-
coded wires with connection labels
for easy installation. For 1986-1995
5.0 HO Mass Air Flow EFI engines.
(Must use with 1986-1993 MAF and
distributor, 1986-1989-1/2 must add
MAF (mass air flow) sensor. 1994-
1995 will require modifying TPS
wiring and changing distributor.

60510 - 1986-95 Ford 5.0L Harness Std. Length
60511 - 1986-95 Ford 5.0L Harness Extra Length

5.0L F.I. Engine Installation Harnesses - Catalog Page 71

See More Online!



Q Judges help one another score the judging sheets. 
That’s Jeff Mays, president of the MCA and gold card 
judge, in the middle. Terry Snyder is on the left and Bill 
Wirkus on the right.

Q Judges are dedicated MCA 
members who work hard at 
shows to score cars accurately. 
There were about 125 judges, 
all club members, at the MCA 
Nationals this year. (Note: Only 
Thoroughbred entries get the 
luxury of a lift for undercarriage 
viewing.)

QGetting one of these cards is no easy task.

Q Perkins (white shirt) advises Jeff Mays (center) and 
Terry Snyder on key restoration details.
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years worth of work poured into a set 

of judging standards that are the best 

in the world for Mustangs. But many 

people complain about car judging, 

saying that it takes the fun out of a car 

show, like throwing a wet blanket over 

a party. “Unqualified judging is what 

gives judging a bad name,” Perkins 

said. Adding, “Most regional and local 

car shows have no specific guidelines, 

no rules, and no judging sheets that 

are year and model specific to follow.”

In contrast, the MCA has qualified 

judges, a set of judging standards, and 

highly detailed sheets for each judge 

to follow by model year and series. 

“We have classes. You have to be 

certified to be an MCA judge,” Perkins 

explained. The first step in the process 

to become an MCA-certified judge 

is passing an online open-book test, 

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

CALL OR VISIT OUR 
WEBSITE TO REQUEST 
A FREE CATALOG
     MORE THAN 2,500 PARTS!

S-DRIVE
SERPENTINE
PULLEY KITS
For Small Block 289-351W and 
Cleveland 351. One part number 
gives you everything you need 
to accessorize your engine with 
American made billet aluminum 
and new, name brand components.

Call: 1-888-813-1293   Click: EddieMotorsports.com
         facebook.com/eddiemotorsports            eddiemotorsportsinc

Billet Hood Hinges
Available for Mustangs, Fairlines, 
Cougars & Comets

Billet Gauge Panel
Available for ‘65-66 Mustangs



Q This is one of the pages on the judging sheet for a Thoroughbred class entry.
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then attending a national MCA event 

and judge to receive a certificate. In 

other words, the member can’t just 

take the test and never attend a real 

show to judge cars. Once a member 

receives his judging certificate, the 

next step is to move up to a gold card 

judge. Getting this far requires a 

letter of recommendation from two 

other gold card judges.

Recommendations are not so 

easy to get and for good reason: MCA 

wants to make sure their gold card 

judges can answer tough questions, 

like what is the correct finish on 

front suspension parts for the vari-

ous classes? What is MCA concours 

correct? And so on. After a judge gets 

two letters of recommendation, the 

head judge issues a gold card and 

they get listed on the MCA website as 

a gold card judge for that particular 

model year Mustang. When an MCA 

judge goes out to judge his class at a 

show, he or she is not only very quali-

fied, the MCA also provides their 

judges with sheets that have almost 

every pertinent aspect of judging 

spelled out. The sheet tells the judge 

exactly what to look for and how 

many points each detail is worth—for 

battery cables, voltage regulator, 

engine bay paint, and on and on.

Perkins and Osborne helped 

the MCA take judging to this level 

of detailing and expertise, but both 

men also had to change the system 

itself. In the ’80s, judging was heads-

up competition. There was a First, 

Second, and Third Place. The top 

scorer at the shows would “win.” But, 

what happens when that top scorer 

happened to be the same person, year 

after year? “People hated me. It’s like 

Jeff Gordon when he was winning. 

Nobody likes it when one guy wins all 

the time,” Perkins said.

During the ’80s, Perkins won 

the Boss class every year and Best of 

Show every year at the Grand Nation-

als. For example, in 1989 in Tulsa at 

the Grand Nationals, judges actually 

tried to disqualify Perkins’ orange 

Boss 302 from best of show using the 

exception the car was “profession-

ally restored.” They thought he had 

an unfair advantage. MCA President 

Charles Hampton stepped in and said 

no, the top car should win. Of course, 

Bob Perkins had a restoration shop 

with two employees and he worked 

at his craft restoring Mustangs six 

days a week, traveling the country to 

shows and making side trips foraging 

for N.O.S. parts from Ford dealers. 

For example, Perkins had found a 

source in Milwaukee where N.O.S. 

tires from Goodyear ended up in 

a warehouse, and he bought all of 

the tires at a time when they were 

not available in the aftermarket as 

reproductions—he had N.O.S. original 

Goodyear tires like nobody else.

Hobbyists could scarcely compete 

against professionals like Perkins so 

something had to be done, but what? 

In 1990 Perkins said, “Why don’t we 

create a Thoroughbred class?” So he 

and Osborne created the Thorough-

bred class, which was ready for the 

1991 show season. This way the high-

end perennial winners would not be 

Q Terry Snyder looks under the dash to judge this ’69 Boss 429.

Q Each judge has his own area of expertise, as denoted 
on their shirts. Bill Wirkus is Assistant National Head 
Judge for ’69-’70 and ’69-’71 Boss Mustangs.

QRichard Boeye (center) won the coveted Authenticity Award in the 
Thoroughbred Class with his ’69 Boss 429. On his left is J.P. Weber and on 
his right is Bill Wirkus.

QOnly three Boss 429s have ever won 
an Authenticity Award in MCA to date.

{ }HERECOMESDA’JUDGE MCA SHOW JUDGING



Find your Dealer:

1-800-999-0289
www.scottdrake.com

facebook.com/ScottDrakeFans
youtube.com/DrakeAutoGroup

A Division of

“See the Difference,
   Ask for Scott Drake”

Scott  
 Drake’s.Others.

Note the large gap between 
the vinyl pad and bezel frame. 

Not a pretty sight!

We couldn’t insert three of the accent 
buttons, since the post holes on the 

bezel frame were not centered.

A blue, white & red American flag? 
Seriously? And what’s with using 

paint to simulate the chrome?

Authentic injection-molded 3D acrylic 
lens, real chrome horse and tri-bar 
frame, and precision tinting of red, 

white and blue bars make your  
steering wheel an object of pride.

We’ve invested heavily in state-of-the-art 
injection molding machinery to ensure 

unrivalled quality. 

Air bubbles and defects on the back side 
of the vinyl pad indicate a third-rate 

molding process that will quickly wear.

Watch Scott talk about this 
product! Scan the mobile code 
above or visit youtube.com/DrakeAutoGroup  

With superior quality and fitment backed  
by Scott Drake’s Satisfaction Guarantee, we 
give your Mustang nothing but the best. It’s 

also why countless Scott Drake 
parts are awarded “Official 
Licensed Product” status by 
the Ford Motor Company.



WATCH THE VIDEO!

Now that you’ve read all about the 

MCA’s judging standards and how 

they got there, check out the video 

on www.mustang-360.com where 

we chat with Bob Perkins himself: 

http://www.mustang-360.com/

features/1509-the-history-of-mcas-

tough-judging-standards/.

QBob Perkins is currently Technical Advisor for MCA 
judging. He knows the real nitty-gritty details because he 
has been restoring these cars full time, collecting parts 
and classic Mustangs for over 30 years.

QMCA judges like J.P. Weber need thick skin due to 
occasional clashes with owners.  Weber is a veteran 
judge, as evidenced by the pins on his hat.

QUndercarriages hide a myriad of details that a lift can 
uncover, such as on this ’70 Boss 302. This Mustang 
won Thoroughbred Gold, but did not have enough points 
to get MCA’s vaulted Authenticity Award—maybe next 
year with the improvements outlined by the judges.

Q The MCA’s judging sheets have room in the margin for comments.

QWe like the way judges have shirts listing their 
qualifications and name. Terry Snyder’s shirt lists 
him as a National Gold Card Judge for ’69-’70  
Concours and ’69-’71 Boss, plus National Certified 
Judge for Modified Class.
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in competition with new cars coming 

to the shows, or with other perennial 

high-end cars—nobody likes to see 

the same cars win year after year. 

Along with this change, Perkins said, 

“Let’s have a Gold standard, a Silver 

standard, and a Bronze standard.” 

This way each person competes 

against a standard, instead of against 

his fellow MCA member and Mus-

tang owner.

With this system, five great Boss 

302s in the same class could all 

get a Gold award, and the same for 

five great ’65 Mustangs in the same 

class. Now, everybody can go home 

happy. They also got rid of the Best 

of Show award, which had turned 

into a boondoggle. Dividing up 

classes was another big step forward 

that helped quell frustrations, and 

class warfare subsided. In this new 

system, the MCA has a class for Daily 

Driven, Occasionally Driven, Driven 

Concours, Trailered Concours, and 

Thoroughbred, along with a Modified 

and Unrestored class. Thus fairness 

arrived and members liked the con-

cept of judging much better. A driven 

car did not have to compete with a 

trailered car.

Judging is what restorers and 

builders come to the show for. Why? 

Because judging gives them credit for 

their work, and they get recognition. 

What value is a People’s Choice popu-

lar vote trophy? It usually means that 

you were the best at lobbying people 

for votes, or simply had the most 

friends in attendance. What value is 

a trophy at a car show where there 

are no specific judging standards? I 

can’t get the story out of my head of 

the Thoroughbred Boss that lost out 

last year in a Concours de ’Elegance 

to a ’66 Mustang with a color change. 

The MCA Thoroughbred owner must 

have been extremely upset. His car 

was definitely superior to the ’66, but 

he was taking his chances by attend-

ing a show where the judges have no 

detailed judging guidelines.

The truth is, most shows have 

judging guidelines that are very 

generic, such as sheets for exterior, 

interior, engine compartment, and 

trunk with no specific details laid out 

to follow. They are judging mostly 

on cleanliness, not authenticity, 

which is the problem from a restora-

tion standpoint. These guidelines 

allow for flexibility and judging bias 

that drives owners crazy. We should 

realize that the best judging takes 

place in single marque national 

clubs. More entries help by allow-

ing more specific classes. The MCA 

has 12,000-plus members, but local 

shows, even though MCA events, 

do not have the numbers to allow 

such diversity at their shows—

members should realize this. The 

MCA, after all, is mostly a car show 

organization, and it’s a great thing for 

us. The club’s annual Grand National 

is spectacular and the result of 30-

plus years of dedication to a single 

marque. 

{ }HERECOMESDA’JUDGE MCA SHOW JUDGING
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TECH-SHEETMETAL

APRIL 2014 WAS THE MUS-

TANG’S 50TH BIRTHDAY. 

THINK ABOUT THAT FOR A 

MINUTE; HALF A CENTURY. 

That’s 50 years of use and abuse, 

exposure to the elements, incidents 

with other vehicles, and just general 

wear and tear. That’s why it’s rarely 

a shock to find rust patches here 

and there on an early Mustang, es-

pecially in the South and Midwest. 

But we live in a time when the after-

market has everything needed to fix 

any part of the car, and that’s doubly 

true of the hugely popular Mus-

tang—it’s now possible to “create” a 

brand-new Mustang from nothing 

but aftermarket parts, including 

complete bodies.

Thankfully, the car we’re start-

ing with here, which we’ve named 

Project Road Warrior, didn’t need 

to be reborn from scratch, rather 

it just needed some rusty patches 

fixed on the quarter-panels and a 

new driver side floorpan where 

the old one had rusted through 

Flintstones style. At least, that’s 

what we thought.

After some inspection we 

decided it was easier to replace the 

quarters than to fix them, so we 

ordered new quarters (and wheel 

houses just in case) from National 

Parts Depot (NPD), but once we 

got into stripping the paint and 

cutting the old quarters off, the 

rust and damage underneath hit 

us like a Mike Tyson punch to the 

gut. This was going to be a lot more 

involved than just some simple 

metal repair—we were looking at 

basically rebuilding the entire rear 

half of the car. So what was going 

to be just a quick fix turned into  

a mountain of work, which you’ll 

see here.

This story won’t make you an 

overnight hero with a body ham-

mer and MIG welder, but it will 

give you an idea of what’s involved 

with serious sheetmetal repair/

replacement on a Mustang (any car 

really). We wouldn’t advise tack-

ling this kind of project yourself 

unless you have been gifted with 

great levels of patience and a thor-

ough understanding of bodywork, 

but it does illustrate why bodywork 

is so expensive and time-consum-

ing—you often don’t know what’s 

involved until you’re deep in a proj-

ect—beyond the point of no return, 

like we found ourselves in.

Rob Kinnan and Sam Baker  T E X T  •  Courtney Barber  P H O T O S  

REPLACING THE RUSTY BITS ON PROJECT ROAD WARRIOR, OUR ’65 MUSTANG HARDTOP, 

WITH NEW SHEETMETAL FROM NATIONAL PARTS DEPOT

The Point of No Return
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BEGINNINGS OF A PROJECT CAR
I first met Courtney Barber and her green ’65 Mustang hardtop (the two of 

which make up Team Mustang Girls) on the 50th Anniversary Mustang Pony 

Drive from Norman, Oklahoma, to the big celebration in Charlotte, North 

Carolina, where I rode shotgun in the car on the Guinness World Records’ 

cruise of Mustangs. A few months later the two of us made a last-minute deci-

sion to go on the Goodguys Hall of Fame Road Tour, so at the drop of a hat she 

drove the Mustang from her home in South Carolina across the country to my 

home in Burbank, California, to pick me up, and then we drove it up to Good-

guys’ headquarters in Pleasanton for the start of the 2,000-mile Tour to Texas. 

Five days later we had just gotten to Ft. Worth when Courtney had to hit the 

road again for an open track day that she had committed to back in South 

Carolina. She put roughly 7,000 miles on the car in a week and a half—and 

this was after an additional 25,000 or so miles in rallies like Bullrun and Rally 

North America that same summer—which convinced me that she was indeed 

the road warrior I had heard about.

On the Goodguys Tour it was apparent that while her junkyard 351W and 

C6 trans combination ran fine, it was a little bit underpowered and the lack 

of overdrive made it very difficult to 

keep up with the pro-built hot rods 

that were on the Tour. “This thing 

needs an overdrive, bad, and that 

mountain pass had your carbureted 

engine hacking and coughing,” I 

remarked at one point. When Court-

ney told me she already had plans to 

completely tear the car apart over 

the winter to do some sorely needed 

bodywork and rust repair, the plan 

started to come together.

And that’s how a project car is 

born. Unlike so many projects that 

you’ve read about over the years, 

where a car is built in the pages of a 

magazine then disappears never to be 

heard from again, this one is going to 

be different. This car gets used, and 

used hard, so it’s the perfect platform 

to illustrate the challenges of build-

ing a project car and then sorting out 

the inevitable new-car bugs. The goal 

is to upgrade the drivetrain to more 

modern and efficient running gear 

with EFI and an overdrive transmis-

sion, but first the rough body needs 

some attention. Watch for the rest of 

the buildup over the next few issues, 

and if you want to see video of it in 

action, check out both www.team-

mustanggirls.com and www.mus-

tang-360.com, as well their respective 

Facebook pages. —Rob Kinnan
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Q The car had undergone a quickie paintjob several years ago, but the trouble under the skin started showing up in 
cancerous bubbles here and there. This spot behind the right rear wheel was typical of the damage we had to fix. Looks 
like nothing, right?

Q The car’s home base for the start of the project was 
Stono Body Works in Charleston, South Carolina, where 
shop owner Dave Mahon gave us space to tear the car 
down in preparation for the bodywork to come.

QRemoving the carpet showed just how much rust was in 
the floorpans. This spot on the driver side footwell was the 
worst, but the passenger side wasn’t much better so the 
decision to install new pans was made.

{ }PROJECT ROAD WARRIORTHEPOINTOFNORETURN
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Q There were several thick paintjobs on the car, so we began the labor-intensive task of stripping it all with chemical stripper, with a wire wheel on a drill for tight areas.

QWhen we ordered new quarters from NPD they recommended that we replace the 
doors as well. We didn’t really want to since ours weren’t that bad, but the new doors 
fit perfectly and saved the time of fixing some minor rust on the bottom of the stock 
doors. We installed and lined them up first, to provide a good baseline for installing the 
quarter-panels.

QUh oh … this is what greeted us underneath. We figured we’d have to replace the wheelhouse along with the quarter, 
but the frame area behind it was severely rotted. As we got further into it, it got even worse. We replaced the quarters 
one side at a time, to make sure everything stayed lined up correctly.

QAs you can see in the opening photo to this story, we used a cutoff wheel to cut the 
quarter just below the upper bodyline. Then it just peeled off like the lid on a can of 
sardines.

Q Looking at the wheelhouse from inside the trunk you 
shouldn’t be able to see light through the seam.

Q This is the point where Stono’s Dave Mahan had to 
step in to take over. Courtney drilled out the factory 
spot-welds holding the wheelhouse in place and then 
Dave pulled it off.
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Q The first application of the MIG welder was to weld the wheelhouse in place.

Q The part of the frame/rear floorpan that mated to the wheelhouse was fairly well rotted away, so Mahan created a patch piece with his shrinker/stretcher to provide a more solid 
connection for the wheelhouse.

QWith the wheelhouse in place, it was time to hang 
the quarter-panel and check the fit. There were some 
rusty areas that needed attention before the quarter was 
welded in place, so this step is just checking to see how 
it fits and to make any modifications or adjustments.
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QWelding the quarter-panel in place requires patience. 
If you run a bead of weld from front to back, it’ll warp the 
sheetmetal in a way that’s nearly impossible to fix. Mahan 
tacked it in place every couple of inches, then went back 
and filled in the gaps in tiny steps. Don’t rush this step.

QAn area we hadn’t planned on replacing was the taillight 
panel. After stripping the paint and seeing what was under 
everything, it was obvious that the car had been punted 
in the rear and had other corrosion that made it easier to 
replace than repair.

Q It’s at this point where we wanted to curl up in a fetal 
position in the corner of the shop and just cry. Notice the 
new driver side quarter in place, but the passenger side 
still stock. This was to make sure we got the taillight panel 
located properly.

QOne of those rust spots was in the C-pillar. Mahan ground out the rust then filled it with a torch and brass 
rod on both sides.
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QNPD came to the rescue again with a new taillight panel. QMahan had to fabricate this patch to properly install the new taillight panel.

Q It’s a wonder the rear suspension stayed in the car 
so long with all of the cancer on the passenger side 
rear framerail. As you can see, we had to completely cut 
everything away and replace it with new metal from NPD. 
We were so far beyond committed at this point that there 
was truly no going back.

1965–66 Kit Shown

Borgeson Universal Co.

91 Technology Park Dr.

Torrington, CT 06790

860•482•8283

Find out more!!! Visit us at...www.borgeson.com



Q The passenger side quarter was next.

QMahan made sure that the mating surfaces 
between the floor substructure and the new pans 
were straight and solid.

Q The new pans are MIG-welded in place, which 
requires Mahan to drill these holes required for 
plug-welding.

Q Time to tackle the floorpans! We cut out the rusty parts in preparation for the new NPD floorpans, one for each side.

Q The passenger side also needed some rust repair before the quarter went in place. Mahan fixed it with fabricated 
patch panels and some brazing work.

Q The new pans were laid in place to check for fitment. 
Depending on how much of the stock floor is removed, 
the new pans will need some trimming to fit properly. 
That’s not a knock on NPD’s parts at all, but rather the 
reality of rust repair—you never know what you’re 
going to find.

QAt that point, he handed Courtney the welder and 
said, “Get busy girl.”

QWhile all the sheetmetal work was happening, we spent some quality time with stripper and a wire wheel in the 
engine compartment. After all, a brand-new paintjob requires a clean engine compartment, especially with the shiny 
new Ford Racing engine we’re about to drop in here.

QNew floorpans 
also mean new 
seat risers. 
Once we made 
sure they were 
fitted properly, we 
coated both sides 
with an epoxy 
primer to prevent 
any future rust.
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SOURC ES

QBefore the final bodywork and prep for paint could begin, we took the car outside and 
blasted it with 1,000 pounds of sand to make sure that there was no residual corrosion, 
dirt, grime, and such that would get in the way of paint prep.

QHere’s Road Warrior in Minor Mistakes’ booth. QWe used all R-M products, not just for primer, but also the basecoat/clearcoat. The 
color is the same Calypso Green that the car had been painted the last time around.

QWith the majority of the bodywork 
complete, Courtney and Dave take a beer 
break. Stono Body Works does fantastic 
paintwork, but we had already committed 
to another shop to do the finish body and 
paint, so this was the culmination of our 
time at Stono. We want to thank Dave 
Mahan, his sister Danelle Fries, and his 
dog Diesel for their help in this stage of 
Project Road Warrior.

QWe hauled the car up to Mojo 
Performance in Concord, North 
Carolina, for the finish body and 
paint, and also for the entire 
drivetrain installation, which you’ll 
read about next month. After 
unloading the car and inventorying 
all the parts we brought with it, 

Mojo’s Kevin Kelly inspected the body to determine what was necessary to get it ready 
for paint. Here we are in Mojo’s paint booth priming the driver side front fender with R-M 
High Build primer surfacer.

Q The entire car was sprayed with three 
coats of the R-M primer surfacer, then 
guidecoated and block-sanded with 
180-grit sandpaper. An additional two coats 
were then sprayed and the car was blocked 
in stages to 600-grit with wet paper. This 
is the laborious part of body and paint—if 
you think you’re done block sanding, you’re 
probably about halfway there. Courtney got 
her workout and sanded all her fingerprints 
off in the process.

QNext all the body panels were hung by 
“Body John” Jordan and aligned so that a 
record of what shims were required could 
be kept, so when the car came back from 
paint the panels could be hung correctly. 
Jordan is a Zen master of panel fit, gaps, 
and such, and is our Mojo’s go-to guy when 
it comes to this kind of work.

QOn Friday June 19, 2015, the car was 
delivered to paint. We chose David Fink 
at Minor Mistakes in Concord to spray 
the car for a few reasons: First, he has a 
state-of-the-art climate-controlled booth 
(a clean environment contributes greatly 
to the finish product); and second, Fink had 
the additional manpower to turn around the 
project in a short amount of time. This car 
was painted in pieces and having skilled 
extra hands in preparing the parts for paint 
saved many days of time.

QWe need to extend a huge thanks to David Fink at Minor Mistakes for painting Project Road Warrior. It’s hard to tell in photos, but the 
paint on our ’65 is about 10,000 times nicer than it was before. The first rock chip is going to hurt like a Ronda Rousey arm-bar. With the 
car back at Mojo, attention turned to the drivetrain and assembly of the car, which you’ll read about next month.
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T
eam Mustang 

Girls’ biggest 

sponsor is Kicker, 

so it’s no wonder that 

Project Road Warrior will 

have some serious tunes 

when it’s done. While the 

car was gutted, Kicker’s 

John Myers stopped by to 

begin the fabrication of 

the subwoofer installation, 

custom kick panels and 

package tray, and wired 

up the amps and other 

electronic goodies. This 

will make everything go 

much smoother when the 

interior goes together. 

{ }PROJECT ROAD WARRIORTHEPOINTOFNORETURN
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J
ohn Fendel has 

been autocrossing 

his ’68 Mustang 

Fastback since he 

bought it brand new; we’ll 

save you the math, that’s 

nearly 50 years of sliding 

through the cones, cutting 

apexes, and hanging the 

rear out. In fact, he was 

into carving cones long 

before it was popular or 

remotely supported by the 

aftermarket.

“In the early days there 

weren’t suspension kits or 

soft-compound tires for 

autocrossing, we had to 

run heavy-duty suspension 

from big-block cars, and 

we had to make our own 

slicks,” John explained. 

Back then, the only way to 

build a corner carver was 

with patience and plenty 

of ingenuity–but more 

on that later. “In 1969 I 

autocrossed for the first 

time and it was a hoot; it 

was challenging without 

the high-speed crashes like 

on the road course, and 

I learned a lot about car 

control without having to 

spend a ton of money on 

safety equipment—just a 

tank of gas and some tires,” 

Fendel explained.

Like so many of us, 

John became a ponycar 

fan the moment a family 

member bought one; in his 

case, a ’67 hardtop his folks 

purchased new. His father 

was nice enough to let John 

drive it several times while 

John Fendel has owned and autocrossed his 

’68 fastback since new, and after nearly  

five decades and 200,000 miles he  

has no plans of slowing down

A HALF  
CENTURY OF  

CHASING  
APEXES
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he was in college and, as a 

result, a year later he was 

at the dealer ordering the 

Mustang of his dreams. “It 

had to be a fastback and I 

really liked the Highland 

Green from the car in 

the movie, Bullitt, but I 

didn’t want a big-block 

because of the excessive 

weight over the nose or 

the added insurance costs, 

and the Hi-Po small-block 

wasn’t available that year, 

so I went for the next 

best thing, a 302 with a 

four-barrel, a four-speed, 

and positraction, along 

with manual brakes and 

steering,” he explains.

He might have learned 

the basics of car control 

in the winding hills 

surrounding the Bay 

Area, but when he joined 

the National Counsel of 

Mustang Clubs by way of 

the local Ford dealer in 

Berkeley, California, the 

many club-sponsored 

rallies and autocross 

events turned John into 

a full-fledged gearhead. 

“Between having to use it 

as my daily driver and on 

my tight budget, I could 

only add incremental 

improvements to stay 

competitive,” he explains. 

This would be his M.O. for 

over 40 years, as John is 

still adding “incremental 

improvements” to what 

we already consider a 

highly honed fastback—as 

they say project cars are 

never truly finished. These 

improvements started with 

thicker 1-inch antisway 

bars and heavier springs 

from factory big-block 

cars, along with venerable 

Gabriel shocks and other 

early autocross equipment.

“After Shelby stopped 

Trans Am racing in 1973 

or 1974 and the fuel crises 

set in, it was really hard 

to buy performance parts 

for an autocross car; all 

of a sudden performance 

was a bad word,” he 

explained. Hard times 

fell on more than just 

the manufacturers, as 

the National Counsel of 

Mustang Clubs dissolved 

along with the local 

SoCal autocross scene. 

John left Los Angeles 

shortly thereafter as he 

headed north to San Luis 

Obispo, California, for 

an Engineering Degree 

from Cal Poly where he 

continued to autocross 

with the Cal Poly Sports 

Car Club. After graduation, 

he headed to the Bay 

Area, where he joined 

the SCCA, a decision 

that only strengthened 

his commitment to 

autocrossing.

“By then I was still 

driving it daily, but it 

had become increasingly 

more suited to autocross 

with Delrin and urethane 

bushings wherever I could 

add them, even heavier 

springs, a Detroit Locker, 

Justin Fivella T E X T  |  Stephen Brooks P H O T O S



Q That all-business stance 
comes via 890 lb/in front coil 
springs and 250 lb/in leafs and 
what John Fendel describes as 
“aggressive alignment.”

Q The dynamite-looking wheels come from Bogart Racing Wheels. They’re polished 
model RTs from the P3B series, sized 17x10 front and 17x11 rear. The tires are Kumho Ecsta 
V710s with a sticky 98 treadwear rating.

Q John’s car is proof that you don’t need the latest sport seats to go fast around corners. 
His stock seats have seen a ton of miles and autocross laps. The old-school steering 
wheel just looks perfect here.
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base. “By the late ’70s I’d 

had subframe connectors 

made for the car, added rear 

disc brakes, and custom 

15x8 wheels that utilized 

Ansen Sprint Car centers 

with drag car rear barrels 

from Compton Wheel. Boy 

did the owner of Compton 

Wheel look at me weird 

when I wanted wide 

wheels on all four corners 

instead of just the rears,” he 

a 9-inch rearend along 

with custom Egghead Bore 

single-cast wheels and our 

homegrown competition 

tires that used polyglass 

reinforced sidewalls for 

stiffness and Bruce cheater 

slick caps for traction along 

with two grooves to keep 

them legal—it was the poor 

man’s slick.”

As the years passed 

by, John became more 

serious with autocrossing, 

and when he relocated 

back to SoCal for a job he 

was delighted to find that 

the local autocross scene 

had gloriously emerged 

from the fuel crisis. As fate 

would have it, the Southern 

California Council of Sports 

Car Clubs was approached 

by the SCCA to join forces 

for autocross events at the 

infamous El Toro naval 

explained. Such wide meats 

of course necessitated 

cavernous fenders, so John 

enlisted the help of PruKop 

Auto Body in Huntington 

Beach, California, to 

not only fab some wider 

fenders, but also blanket 

the car in bright red. 

“After all those years of 

it in green, I decided I 

wanted to brighten it up, 

and shortly after the wide 



�QA ’68 302 was bored 0.030 inches over and uses SCCA-legal stock heads and valvetrain. Com-
pression checks in at 10.5:1 and is supported by a Cobra intake, 65mm throttle body, 77mm PRO-M 
mass air meter, K&N air filter, Bosch fuel pump, and 24-lb/hr injectors with a GRC Performance 
tune on a Diablosport Predator chip. Spent gases flow through coated stainless steel headers 
that feed into a custom 21/2-inch exhaust with an X-pipe and Flowmaster mufflers.

�QA Sun Super Tach is augmented with this Auto Meter shift light.
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fenders I realized I could 

stuff a 10-inch-wide wheel 

under the wells, so I then 

had some 16x10s made 

before later purchasing the 

existing 17x10 front and 

17x11 rear Bogart wheels it 

wears today,” he said.

As I’m sure you 

recognize by now, John is a 

resourceful fellow with an 

addiction to performance, 

so when speed parts 

weren’t available, he simply 

made his own. “When the 

Camaro came out with the 

center-mount traction 

bar in the early ’80s, it was 

brilliant, so I had to add one 

to my Mustang,” he said. 

After a visit to Pro Chassis 

in Hacienda Heights, 

California, Fendel and 

the shop created a custom 

torque arm and Watts link 

for his fastback that was 

not only far ahead of its 

time, but greatly increased 

rear grip. “It hooked up 

so much better with the 

torque arm and Watts link, 

but then of course I wanted 

to dial the front end in 

with maximum negative 

camber, but nobody made 

caster/camber plates with 

a wide enough adjustment 

range,” he explained. You 

can guess what he did; he 

modified the off-the-shelf 

pieces to his liking and in 

the process created exactly 

what he wanted—maximum 

negative camber.

“In the ’90s the SCCA 

made fuel injection updates 

legal so I made the swap 

to an Extrude Honed ’95 

Cobra intake manifold and 

injection system that made 

driveability a ton better,” he 

said. This injection upgrade 

came after 150,000 hard 

miles finally claimed the 

stock engine. Rather than 

build something rowdy but 

unreliable, John was after a 

tried-and-true combo that 

struck a balance between 

power and longevity that 
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still fit within the SCCA 

class rules. His solution 

came in the form of an 

0.030-inch over ’68 302 

block that was balanced, 

blueprinted, and assembled 

by Kaufmann Products 

to SCCA Solo II specs 

with the stock heads and 

valvetrain. “The car makes 

282 hp and 313 lb-ft at the 

wheels on a Dynojet and is 

not only dead reliable but 

oh-so consistent no matter 

the temperatures,” he 

explained. John also credits 

his consistency to the 

cooling system that utilizes 

an Edelbrock water pump, 

a big-block radiator with 

three-row race core, and a 

16-inch electric fan.

A winning combination 

on the autocross circuit 

isn’t just about keeping 

cool, it’s about sticking to 

the pavement. In addition 

to the aforementioned 

custom torque arm and 

Panhard bar by Mike Ruth 

of Pro Chassis, the rest of 

the combo is finely tuned to 

a balance of his needs and 

maximizing performance 

within the strict SCCA Solo 

II rules. The rest of the rear 

suspension setup consists 

of 250 lb/in leaf springs, 

Koni double-adjustable 

shocks, and a Stambar 

3⁄4-inch adjustable 

antisway bar.

“The front uses 

890 lb/in springs with 

Koni double-adjustable 

Trans-Am shocks along 

with a 1¼-inch hollow 

antisway bar, an aggressive 

alignment, and the shock 

towers are stiffened with 

custom tower-to-firewall 

and tower-to-tower 

braces. I also used Energy 

Suspension urethane 

bushings wherever 

possible,” he explains. 

Other crucial components 

include a Ford power 

steering unit with cooler, 

a rear-mounted ’70 Ford 

truck battery kit along 

with a McLeod aluminum 

flywheel, clutch and 

pressure plate, a close-

ratio four-speed Top 

Loader with a modified 

Hurst Competition Plus 

shifter, and 3.89 gears 

with a Detroit Truetrac 

differential. “I added ’67 

power four-piston calipers 

back in 1968 and have used 

them so much that I’ve 

rebuilt them four times 

over the course of 48 years 

of hard driving; they’ve 

been great along with the 

Baer rear power discs and 

the Carbotech pads,” he 

explained.

CHASINGAPEXES { 1968 FASTBACK }
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John not only 

autocrosses the car at least 

once a month, but he also 

regularly cruises it on the 

street. With so much time 

in the cockpit, it’s also been 

tweaked to his liking with 

a Grant steering wheel, a 

Sun Super Tach, a plethora 

of Auto Meter gauges, 

stock seats that have been 

re-upholstered by Sproule 

Services, and a ChaseCam 

DIVA HD camera that 

records high-quality video 

and measures and displays 

acceleration, braking, and 

lateral performance so 

John knows he’s getting the 

most out of his ponycar.

Speaking of getting the most 

out of your Mustang, we doubt 

anyone comes close to John 

Fendel and his ’68 Fastback. 

To date he’s clocked over 

200,000 miles, won a 

half-dozen regional SCCA 

championships, and even 

held fastest time of the day at 

the Cambria Time Trials. But 

winning isn’t everything, it’s 

also about the experience. And 

if you ask us, there’s nothing 

better than spending the 

majority of your life under 

WOT with an ear-to-ear grin 

on your face—and John has 

done just that. If that’s not 

motivation for the rest of us, 

I don’t know what is. 

Q The only way to control a Top Loader four-speed is with a Hurst Competition Plus shifter.

Q The ChaseCam Diva 
HD records both video 
and data on a lap, and 
helps John keep track 
of his good and bad 
laps, and learn what he 
did right or wrong. This 
model of ChaseCam is 
no longer made, as it 
was replaced by newer 
systems. Check out 
chasecam.com for 
more information.
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LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON

How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?

We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple! 
Come visit one of our 
600 Stores Nationwide.

SUPER COUPON

20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

Customer Rating

   

SAVE 
58%

 LOT 67227  shown
69567/60566/62532

 27 LED PORTABLE 
WORKLIGHT/FLASHLIGHT 

 $299 
Batteries included.

1/2" ELECTRIC 
IMPACT WRENCH

LOT 69606/61173
68099 shown

 $3999 

SAVE 
60%

4 PIECE 1" x 15 FT. 
RATCHETING TIE DOWNS
LOT 60405/61524/62322/90984 shown

 $799 

SAVE 
$110

SAVE 
$110

SAVE 
$349

• 300 lb. Capacity

 $8999 

HIGH LIFT RIDING 
LAWN MOWER / ATV LIFT

LOT 61523 shown
60395/62325/62493

LOT 69331/ 68998  shown  $2999 

SAVE 
58%

130 PIECE TOOL KIT 
WITH CASE

SAVE 
57%

12 VOLT, 10/2/50 AMP
 BATTERY CHARGER/

ENGINE STARTER 

 $2999 

LOT 60653 shown 
66783/60581/62334

LOT     68784 shown
62744/69387/62270

 $36999 

 44", 13 DRAWER 
INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 

ROLLER CABINET 

• Weighs 
245 lbs.

SAVE 
$660

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON, 125 PSI 
VERTICAL AIR COMPRESSOR 

$14987

  

$8888

SAVE 
65%

STEP STOOL/
WORKING PLATFORM

LOT 62515 
66911 shown

 $1999 

• 350 lb. 
Capacity

1 0" SLIDING COMPOUND 
MITER SAW 
LOT 98199 shown

61971
61972

 $399 

  MECHANIC'S GLOVES 

YOUR CHOICE

SAVE 
42%

SAVE 
54%

 3 TON HEAVY DUTY 
STEEL JACK STANDS 

LOT 38846 shown
69597/61196/62392

 $1999 

 MOVER'S DOLLY 

LOT   60497/61899
62399/93888 shown

 $899 
• 1000 lb. Capacity  $9999 

1.51 CUBIC FT. 
SOLID STEEL DIGITAL 

FLOOR SAFE

LOT 61565 
91006 shown

SAVE 
$180

LOT  67847  shown
61454/61693/62803/69091

SAVE 
$215

 $15499 

 20 TON SHOP PRESS 

LOT  32879
60603  shown

• Pair of Arbor 
Plates Included

comp at 
$7.15

comp at $369.99

comp at $1029.99
comp at 

$69.99

comp at 
$58.55

comp at $199

comp at $34.99 comp at $19.97 comp at $279.99

comp at $499

comp at
$149.88

comp at
$20.37

comp at 
$199.99

comp at 
$72.88

SIZE LOT COMP AT

MED 62434/62426 $12.74

LG 62433/62428 $12.38

X-LG 62432/62429 $11.99

SAVE
   68%UP

TO

SAVE 
$109

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.  Save 20% on any 1 item 
purchased. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or any 
of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club membership, 
extended service plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day parking lot sale 
item, compressors, fl oor jacks, saw mills,  storage cabinets, chests 
or carts, trenchers, welders, Admiral, CoverPro, Daytona, Diablo, 
Franklin, Hercules, Holt, Jupiter, Predator,  Stik-Tek, StormCat, Union, 
Vanguard, Viking.  Not valid on prior purchases. Non-transferable. 
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 3/6/16.



LOWEST PRICES EVERYDAY
600 Stores
Nationwide

WOWSUPER 
COUPONWOWSUPER 

COUPON

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon must be presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. 
Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. 
Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges may apply if not 
picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. 
Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day. 

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

WOW SUPER 
COUPON
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LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 25 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• 600 Stores Nationwide
• HarborFreight.com    800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 3/6/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SAVE 
65%

SAVE 
$260

SAVE 
66%

AWARD 
WINNING 
QUALITY

Customer Rating

$5999 

SAVE 
$60

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON 
ALUMINUM RACING JACK 

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts Most Vehicles
• Weighs 32 lbs.

 LOT  69252/68053/62160
62496/62516/60569 shown

 $599 

 9 PIECE FULLY POLISHED 
COMBINATION WRENCH SETS 

SAE
LOT 69043/42304 shown

METRIC
LOT 42305/69044

YOUR CHOICE

   

 1500 WATT DUAL TEMPERATURE 
HEAT GUN (572°/1112°) 

LOT 62340/62546 
96289 shown

$899

LOT 47257 shown
61585/62387

 6" DIGITAL CALIPER 

 $1099 

Includes two 
1.5V SR44 
button cell 
batteries. SAVE 

63%

SAVE 
$453

 $29999 

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND 

AUTOMATIC BRAKE
LOT   61256

60813/61889
68142 shown

 SUPER-WIDE TRI-FOLD 
ALUMINUM LOADING RAMP 

LOT 90018 shown
69595/60334

 $7999 

• 1500 lb. 
Capacity
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$9999

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

LOT 95659 shown
61634/61952SAVE 

$250

SAVE 
50%

• 580 lb. 
Capacity

VEHICLE POSITIONING 
WHEEL DOLLY

LOT 61917 shown 
 67287/62234 

 $6999 

• 1250 lb. 
Capacity 

 PNEUMATIC ADJUSTABLE 
ROLLER SEAT 

LOT 46319 shown
61160/61896

 $1999 

• 300 lb. 
Capacity

 18 VOLT CORDLESS 
3/8" DRILL/DRIVER 

WITH KEYLESS CHUCK 

 $1699 

LOT   62868/62873
69651/68239 shown

Includes one 
18V NiCd 

battery and 
charger.

 $5999 

LOT  93897 shown
69265 /62344

RETRACTABLE 
AIR HOSE REEL WITH 

3/8" x 50 FT. HOSE

SAVE 
50%

SAVE 
$106

ADJUSTABLE SHADE 
AUTO-DARKENING 
WELDING HELMET   

LOT  61611 
46092  shown

 $3999 

VALUE
 $699 

1" x 25 FT. 

TAPE MEASURE
LOT 69080 shown

69030/69031

SAVE 
$200

SAVE 
66%

 $599 

 5 PIECE AUTO TRIM AND 
MOLDING TOOL SET 

LOT  67021 

 $8999 

 CAN AND OBD II 
PROFESSIONAL 

SCAN TOOL 
LOT  62120

 60694 shown

"The Undisputed King of the Garage"
– Four Wheeler Magazine

900 PEAK/
700 RUNNING WATTS 
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE
 GAS RECREATIONAL 

GENERATOR
LOT  69381 shown 

 60338/66619

 $9999 

SAVE 
$68

comp at 
$119.99

comp at 
$17.97

comp at 
$29.99

comp at 
$49.21

comp at $269.99

comp at $752.99 comp at $179.99
comp at 

$349.99

comp at $39.99

comp at $349.99

comp at $79.99

comp at $166

comp at $168.97
comp at 

$29.97
comp at $17.99

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

SAVE 
70%

SAVE 
$100



01 
This is your 

basic ’65-’66 
Mustang instrument 

cluster void of its wiring 
because the wiring is an integral 

part of the main wiring loom 
behind the dashboard. The 
instrument voltage limiter  

(arrow) limits voltage to 5.0 V.

02 
The ’65-’66 

Mustang instru-
ment cluster’s sockets 

and connections are all a part of 
the main wiring harness, which 
makes removal and installation 

challenging. If you follow 
color coding in your Ford Shop 
Manual, installation becomes 

easy. We have also used a strip 
of tape across the top of the 

cluster and a permanent marker 
to label where all the wires go.

58   M U S T A N G M O N T H L Y . C O M

CALIFORNIA MUSTANG{ }HOW-TO

which will not be addressed in this article. 

The ammeter indicates the flow of current 

either positively (charging) or negatively (dis-

charging). A speedometer is little more than 

a whirling magnet inside a shell, which is tied 

directly to the speedometer needle. The faster 

it whirls with corresponding vehicle speed the 

higher the needle reading. All other instru-

ments, including tachometers, are electric.

TEMP, OIL, FUEL

Your Mustang’s fuel, temperature, and 

oil pressure gauges all work on the same 

principle—resistance to current flow to 

ground and how that affects needle position 

in the gauge. In fact fuel, temperature, and oil 

pressure gauges are all the same instrument 

fitted with different faces and senders. Each 

of these instruments has a bi-metallic spring-

loaded needle with a heating element (resis-

tor). Needle position on a gauge is affected 

by current flow across the gauge to ground 

at the sender. When resistance at the sender 

is low and current flow is high to ground, the 

instrument will read high. By contrast, when 

resistance to ground at the sender is high and 

current flow is low, the gauge will read low. 

Sending units, be they temperature, oil pres-

sure, or fuel level, are all variable resistors. 

They control current flow to ground, which 

affects needle position at the gauge.

How does resistance affect the way a gauge 

reads? Heat: Each gauge has a bi-metallic 

spring, which is affected by temperature, tied 

to the needle. Alongside the bimetallic spring 

is a resistor. As current flows through the 

resistor, heat is generated. When current flow 

increases to ground via the sender, the resis-

tor gets hotter causing the needle to move 

toward maximum. When your fuel tank is full, 

resistance to ground via the float resistor is 

low causing the gauge to read “F.” Tempera-

ture and oil pressure work the same way. 

When coolant is cold, resistance to ground 

at the sender is high with low current flow 

and the needle at “C.” As the engine warms, 

resistance at the sender becomes lower and 

current flow becomes high. The gauge’s resis-

INSTRUMENT PANELS ARE AMONG THE 

MORE BEFUDDLING COMPONENTS 

of the average classic Mustang. However, 

there’s really nothing to your Mustang’s 

instrumentation or lighting; the average 

Mustang instrument cluster is basic automo-

tive electricity at work. It is also mechani-

cal if you’re talking about the speedometer, 

Jim Smart   T E X T  &  P H O T O S

CALIFORNIA MUSTANG HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET YOUR INSTRUMENTS AND LIGHTS WORKING AGAIN

Instrumental Speak



WE’RE EXPLODING!

See the newest ROADKILL 

episodes sooner at 

MotorTrendOnDemand.com, 

starting September 2015.

powere



03 
There are two types of voltage limiters used in 
classic Mustangs. On the right is the voltage 

limiter used from 1965-1968 with connector pins. On 
the left is the button-type voltage limiter for ’69-’78 
Mustangs with printed circuit instrument panels. 
Power to the voltage limiter comes from the ignition 
switch and is live only when the ignition is on or in the 
accessory position.

04 
Here’s a good look at how a voltage limiter 
works in holding instrument voltage to 5.0 V. 

It does this via a rapid-fire circuit breaker process, 
buzzing off and on. It does this with a bi-metallic arm 
and a heating element. The heating element acts on 
the bi-metallic arm causing contact points to open 
and close maintaining the constant 5.0 V.

05 
Here’s where you can expect to find the instrument voltage limiter on the ’67-’68 Mustang cluster. Power 
comes from the ignition switch through the voltage limiter to fuel, oil, and temp gauges.

INSTRUMENTALSPEAK

tor becomes warmer and the needle 

moves higher. Same is true for the 

oil pressure gauge. Oil pressure 

against the sending unit’s diaphragm 

reduces resistance to ground causing 

the gauge’s resistor to heat up mov-

ing the needle toward “H.”

On the back of each instrument 

cluster is a voltage limiter, also 

known as a voltage regulator. The 

voltage limiter limits instrument 

voltage from the ignition switch to 

5.0 V. If you applied a full 12-14 V to 

the instruments they would become 

toast in short order. Instruments 

must have a regulated 5.0 V. The volt-

age limiter is actually a small buzz 

box, which cycles current on and 

off rapidly to get 5.0 V. It operates 

in a similar fashion to a turn signal 

flasher, with a temperature-sensitive 

bi-metallic strip that gets hot open-

ing and closing the circuit rapidly to 

maintain 5.0 V. Voltage limiters fail 

two possible ways. They open the 

circuit (burned or missing contact 

points) rendering instruments 

inoperative or they seize closed 

(fused together), shoving all needles 

to maximum. If your temperature, 

oil pressure, and fuel gauges all go to 

maximum you probably need a new 

voltage limiter.

AMMETER

The humble ammeter seemed 

right for the time, but we would have 

been better served with a voltmeter. 

CONTACT US TODAY!
208.453.9800

www.moderndriveline.com

MODERN DRIVELINE is your five and six-
speed transmission conversion specialist, 
offering complete powertrain packages 
engineered to:

• INCREASE FUEL MILEAGE
• DECREASE WEAR & TEAR
• IMPROVE DRIVING PLEASURE

We offer complete driveline 
package & parts for all classic 
and late model Mustangs

T-5 5-Speed

TKO 5-Speed

T-56 Magnum 6-Speed

T-56 Magnum XL 6-speed



06 
The ’69-’73 clusters have a button-style voltage 
limiter that buttons to a printed circuit like a 9V 

battery does in an electronic device. It is impossible to get 
it backward.

07 
Here’s a close-up of the printed circuit button 
connector. You can expect the same scenario on the 

’74-’78 Mustang II.

08 
General Motors used 
printed circuit instrument 

panels long before Ford did. Ford 
switched to printed circuit instru-
ment panels in 1969. A central 
multiplex plug inserts here to direct 
power to and from the cluster. 
We’re pretty convinced Semon 
E. “Bunkie” Knudsen brought this 
idea from GM when he joined Ford 
in 1968. The printed circuit cluster 
took just seconds to install during 
vehicle assembly.

Ford ammeters never seem to move. 

Turn all lights and accessories on, 

with the engine off, and the needle 

doesn’t move. Rev the engine with no 

electrical load and the needle doesn’t 

move. In truth, your Mustang’s am-

meter has never functioned because 

most of them burned up when they 

were new. Ammeters failed because 

they were always under capacity, yet 

responsible for handling your Mus-

tang’s electrical load. The power to all 

of your Mustang’s electrical compo-

nents travels through the ammeter. If 

that doesn’t give you pause perhaps 

this will—ammeters can and do start 

fires. If you were lucky, your Mus-

tang’s ammeter burned up and never 

functioned again. Those unlucky had 

Mustangs burn to the ground because 

there was no circuit protection for 

these instruments, which are con-

stantly live.

with the most precise 
climate control system 

on the market.

free upgrade

 www.coolmymustang.com  

877.893.3327

TAKE CONTROL and get a state of the art electronic system that 
your Mustang deserves. We now offer our famous PerfectFit Elite 
systems for 1969-73 Mustangs... including factory air cars! Plus... with 
our new and exclusive D.E.R. controls you not only get plug-n-play 
installation – you get BACKLIT convenience for the first time ever! 
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Although ammeters were commonplace in the 
mid ’60s, they were never a good idea, mostly 

because they were not up to the job for which they were 
intended. Power to your Mustang’s electrical system is 
routed via the ammeter where it arrives first at these red 
and yellow connectors. This is what you can expect to 
see for 1965-1968. It is remarkable to us just how lame 
this approach was because it was under-duty with just 
not enough capacity.

10 
Here’s one approach Ford used for the ammeter 
for 1965—an inductive-style ammeter.

11 
Here’s why 
the Mustang’s 

ammeter was a bad 
idea. Because Ford 
ammeters were 
underrated, they over-
heated and burned up 

in the first few months of operation. This is why most of 
them do not work. When you perform instrument cluster 
maintenance, disconnect and bypass the ammeter 
using the same gauge wire for a jumper.

13 
The fuel sending unit and pick-up located in your 
gas tank is a variable resistor to ground. When 

the tank is empty and the float is at the bottom, you have 
high resistance to ground and low current flow across 
the fuel gauge with a needle at “E.” With a full tank, 
resistance is low and current flow is high rendering the 
needle at “F.”

14 
Here are two examples of coolant temperature 
sending units. There are two basic types of 

sending units: warning light and gauge. Warning light 
types normally have two pins. Gauge types are one pin 
to ground. Inside the sender is a variable resistor. Engine 
cold we have high resistance to current flow to ground 
and a needle on “L” or Low. As the engine’s coolant 
warms, resistance decreases to ground and the needle 
moves toward the middle of the gauge.

12 
Here’s a gauge from a ’65-’66 Mustang. Fuel, oil, and temp gauges all look like this. Needle movement happens 
as a direct result of current flow across the resistor shown here. A bi-metallic strip attached to the needle is 

affected by current flow across the resistor, which is a heating element. The greater the current flow to ground at the 
sender, the hotter this resistor gets, causing the bi-metallic strip to move the needle. With the gauge disconnected, 
adjust the needle to the “E” or “L,” depending upon the instrument. Keep in mind these gauges are not linear, meaning 
they are not spot-on accurate.

INSTRUMENTALSPEAK
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When you have your Mustang’s 

instrument cluster removed for 

service, it is suggested you discon-

nect and bypass the ammeter, espe-

cially if you’re going to a single-wire 

high-amp alternator. Bypassing the 

ammeter renders it inoperative, 

but safe. There are inductive-type 

ammeters in ’65-’66 Mustangs 

unaffected by the shortcomings just 

mentioned. However, if you have a 

direct-connect ammeter, disconnect 

and bypass it.

www.covercraft.com
Free Shipping thru 12/31/15

Code: MM2015

WORLD’S BEST DASHMATS®

WORLD’S BEST

CUSTOM CAR  COVERS®

UVS100® SUNSCREENS

LEBRA® CUSTOM CAR BRA

Covercraft Vehicle
Protection System

For 50 years Covercraft has manufactured 

premium quality custom exterior covers for 

automotive enthusiasts, building a reputation 

for quality, durability and design. We also 

make covers using dimensions supplied on 

one of our special pattern sheets so, even if 

the vehicle has been modified, we can still 

make a cover for it.

Optional “Mustang 50 Years”

silk-screen logo for 

Mustang custom covers and 

UVS Sunscreens



Looking for modern handling, braking and drivability?

LOOK NO MORE!

Kits can be purchased complete or partial. 
Fully TIG welded and made in the U.S.A.

Mustang, Cougar, Falcon, Comet, Fairlane,  Meteor, 
Cyclone, Torino, Maverick, Rancheros, Wagons and  Convertibles.



15 
Here are two types of oil pressure senders—
gauge (left) and warning light (right). The gauge-

type sending unit is a variable resistor to ground. Engine 
off or with no oil pressure we have high resistance to 
ground and the needle takes a nap. Engine started with 
oil pressure causes a decrease in resistance to ground 
and the needle moves. When oil pressure senders fail 
we get no reading or maximum. The oil pressure warning 
light sender is a simple on/off switch. No oil pressure 
and the switch is closed, illuminating the warning light. 
With oil pressure, there’s no continuity and no light.

18 
Here’s a ’67-’68 gauge cluster with tachometer 
(red and black leads) and warning lights. Black is 

ground and red is trigger.

22 
Check this out—California Mustang offers every-
thing you’re going to need to restore a classic 

Mustang instrument cluster. Here, we have the standard 
’67 “camera case” finish bezel, lamp gel caps, screws, 
and lenses. This is really a nice piece manufactured to 
high standards and priced reasonably.

16 
For ’65-’66 cars, instrument lighting and plugs are 
integral to the main wiring loom. Beginning in 1967, 

Ford went to a separate instrument panel wiring harness 
that plugs into the main harness, which is what you see 
here. The best way to access instrument wiring and 
speedometer cable on the ’67-’68 Mustang is to remove 
the climate-control panel and reach through.

19 
With the cluster safely positioned on our work-
bench, the bezel-to-cluster screws are removed 

using a #2 Phillips screwdriver.

23 
To improve instrument lighting distribution, 
mask your bezel properly to protect chrome 

and painted surfaces, and then paint inside reflective 
surfaces with Krylon flat white.

24 
California Mustang stocks high-tech LED lamps 
for classic Mustang instrument panels, which 

is a nice improvement over those Thomas Edison-era 
#1895 lamps. These LED lamps come in a variety of 
colors based on what you’d like to see at night in your 
Mustang cluster. You can use these lamps with the 
green gel caps or remove the caps entirely.

25 
Here’s the California Mustang LED lamp in a ’65-
’68 Mustang socket. Just press and turn to seal. 

These LED lamps run cool and virtually never burn out. 
They deliver a more brilliant electric “white” hue, which 
feels different than tungsten light.

26 
Here’s a ’67 Mustang standard cluster with 
#1895 tungsten lamps.

20 
The bezel and cluster are carefully separated. 
Light diffusers must be carefully handled to 

ensure they don’t get damaged.

21 
Lens diffusers are removed next with a Phillips 
screwdriver. They will be transferred to the new 

California Mustang bezel.
17 

Once the speedometer cable is disconnected, 
cluster removal is easy.

RESTORE YOUR INSTRUMENT PANEL

California Mustang has everything you’re going to need to restore a classic 

Mustang instrument panel, plus plenty of technical support if you hit any 

snags along the way. We’re going to take on a ’67 instrument cluster and show 

you how to improve its function with fresh parts, including LED lamps and a 

new voltage limiter.
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27 
Look what happens when we light this thing with 
California Mustang Blue LED lamps. When we keep 

the green gel caps, we get an iridescent purple glow that’s 
a knockout. LED gives you the opportunity to experiment.

28 
Here’s a standard ’65 cluster with blue LED lights 
and LED warning lamps. Wow!

29 
Check out the ’65-’66 five-dial cluster with 
blue LED, green LED turn signal, and red LED 

high-beam lamps. These LED lamps make a vanilla 
cluster pop.

31 
Look at this ’69 cluster with the California Mustang 
LED lamps. You may go with any color you’d like. 

We went white here with green turn indicators and red 
in the high-beam. These LED lamps add such an exciting 
dimension to classic clusters.

30 
The ’69-’70 printed circuit 
cluster uses #194 bulbs, 

which press in. Keep in mind these 
press-in LED lamps light only one  
way. If you install them backward,  
they don’t light.

California Mustang
800/775-0101
www.cal-mustang.com

SOURC E
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W
hen Dale 

Wicks 

drives 

his dad’s 

Bright Lime Mustang 

convertible he gets more 

looks and thumbs-up from 

other drivers than anything 

he has ever driven, leading 

his dad Jim to describe his 

car as “the ultimate Pop.”

Jim is the founder 

and event coordinator of 

the Mid-America Ford 

bright lime in bright sun 

looks very yellow, a lot like 

the Curious Yellow Mopar 

color. But, in the shadows 

or at night, it looks very 

lime.”

According to an Elite 

Marti Report, this ’72 

model was an Order Type 

of Company Lease Plan for 

Ford Motor Company in 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

The address is listed 

simply as Box 11600. Jim 

THE ULTIM
Jim Wicks’ Thumbs-Up Generating ’72 Convertible

& Shelby Nationals, held 

each June for the past 41 

years in Tulsa, Oklahoma, 

and got this ’72 Mustang 

convertible on a trade-in 

for a ’66 Shelby G.T. 350H 

a couple years ago. It was 

hard to turn down because, 

as Jim told us, “I had 

only seen one bright lime 

convertible in my life, so 

I knew this car had to be 

super rare.” In 1969, Ford 

introduced their “Grabber” 

colors, including Grabber 

Blue, Grabber Orange, and 

Grabber Green, adding 

Grabber Lime in 1971. At 

first we thought this ’72 

might be a Grabber color 

but not so, as Grabber 

colors ended in 1971. So, 

we wondered if this bright 

lime was the same shade as 

the Mustang’s ’71 Grabber 

Lime. “More yellow” 

in Grabber Lime, Jim 

explained, adding, “This 
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FEATURE STORY {1972 CONVERTIBLE }

guesses the ’72 was a Ford 

executive’s car, and we 

have to wonder if anybody 

remembers this showy 

Mustang from that area. 

Maybe Ford loaned this 

car to media for testdrives 

and photos? Surely, there 

would be some pictures 

somewhere of this high-

profile looking automobile.

Those old pictures will 

not show side stripes or 

a ram air hood, however, 

 Jerry Heasley T E X T  &  P H O T O S

MATE POP

as seen here, since a past 

owner added the ram 

air, which was actually 

available on the 351-2V, 

that is stock on this car. 

Likewise, a past owner 

also upgraded the wheels 

with a set of Magnum 500s. 

The tires are late-model 

BFGoodrich radials.

Jim jokes that his son 

Dale owns the car, to which 

Dale said, “The ’72 is our 

car. We just both enjoy 



�
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THE ULTIMATE POP {1972 CONVERTIBLE}

wheel. And why did they 

order a Traction-Lok rear 

axle and not get a four-

barrel 351? Somewhere 

along the car’s 63,000 

original miles, a past owner 

added the ram air system, 

stripes, and a set of factory 

Magnums, like Ford should 

have done. 

it.” However, on summer 

evenings Dale and his wife 

and two young daughters 

(6 and 10) are most likely 

to be seen in this boulevard 

cruiser. “There’s a local 

place in Tulsa we like to 

go to, Freckle’s Frozen 

Custard. We all drive down 

there and get some frozen 

custard. Then, we generally 

take a cruise to the different 

neighborhoods,” Dale says. 

Dropping the top is as easy 

as pushing a button because 

the backlite is folding glass, 

and the transmission is 

automatic, just right for 

eating cold summer treats 

while cruising.

We spotted the Mustang 

at last year’s Mid-America 

Ford & Shelby meet in 

Tulsa, Oklahoma, and read 

the Elite Marti Report 

listing the options, which 

always have their quirks. 

We had to wonder why 

an AM radio and not FM, 

and also why wheel covers 

(hubcaps) were ordered 

and no fancy Magnums on 

such a showy car. Yet they 

specified a tilt steering 

If anybody knows the 

Ford Motor Company 

history of this ’72 

convertible, please 

drop us an email at 

jerryheasley@gmail.com 

or mustang.monthly@

enthusiastnetwork.com, and 

we’ll forward the info to 

Jim and Dale. 
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1 
Jim Wicks has discovered bright lime 
pulls more attention than a red Mustang 
parked alongside him at a show. Ford, ac-

cording to the Marti Report, built 210 ’72 Mustang 
convertibles in this bright lime color. Along with 
the black-out ram air hood, a previous owner 
added Mach 1 lower side stripes.

2 
Ford got caught trying to certify the ram 
air 351-4V with the proving ground tests 
done on the ram air 351-2V. Therefore, 

due to a lack of time and resources, ram air be-
came an option only on the 351-2V. Enthusiasts 
added ram air later.

3 
The stock hood was flat. The ram 
air hood is functional and available 
only with the two-barrel 351. The 

underside of the ram air hood reveals 
supporting hardware to route the air into the 
carburetor.

4 
A past owner could not resist 
pulling the stock “wheel covers” for 
a set of the Magnums—kind of like 

some people just can’t resist popping those 
little bubbles in bubble wrap. Tires are late-
model radials; all the better for driving.
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RESTO ROUNDUP RESTORATION QUESTIONS{ }Bob Perkins  T E X T

FENDER BOLT FINISHES

I want to use my original fender 

bolts that came in my ’69 Mach 1. 

I have heard conflicting opinions 

on correct original finish for a ’69 

Dearborn July-built car. My originals 

appear to be silver on the bottom of 

the washer. I see no signs of gold, as 

some say they were originally. What’s 

correct?

Bill Hanson

Des Moines, Iowa

According to the ’69 assembly 

manual, the fender bolts are 

engineering number 57039-S39. The 

S39 suffix indicates a clear cadmium 

finish. Clear cad is the typical finish for 

’69-’70 Mustang fender bolts. Clear 

cadmium is also the MCA concours 

correct finish for judging purposes.

SMOG CLAMP

I recently purchased a Wittek #69 

clamp for my ’70 Boss 429 to attach 

the smog canister to its bracket. The 

finish on the clamp is gold. I was told 

at a recent national show that the 

finish on the clamp was incorrect and 

the size was wrong. I was told by the 

seller, who by the way is well known, 

that the judge was mistaken? What is 

factory correct?

Name withheld

Via the Internet

The correct Wittek clamp to mount 

the anti-backfire valve to the smog 

pump adjuster bracket is a #30 with a 

galvanized zinc finish. In the picture 

notice the spangle pattern of the zinc 

plate. The #30 Wittek clamp is a rare 

find today. The #69 is a replacement 

clamp that will function properly, but 

is not concours correct due to incorrect 

finish and markings.

CORRECT CAP

I have a ’69 Mustang hardtop 

with a 302. I have been told by a 

pretty smart judge that I need to find 

a Dearborn radiator cap for my car 

to be concours correct. He said the 

Dearborn cap has a small brass rivet. 

Would you have a picture so I know 

what to look for?

Ben Weidman

Omaha, Nebraska

An original Dearborn radiator 

cap is a rare find because they were 

an assembly line only cap. You could 

not order them through Autolite Parts 

and Service. National Parts Depot now 

offers a nice reproduction of the cap. I 

have included a picture of an original 

Dearborn and the more common 

Autolite service cap.

BOSS BLACKOUT

Did all ’70 Mustang 
Boss 302s have the top 
and bottom of the rear 
trunklid blacked out to 

include the small panel between the glass and the 
trunklid, as well as the rear window trim? I have 
seen some Trans Am Race cars where that area is 
the body color and the trim is chrome. So was there 
a blackout delete available for those areas? Lastly, 
did all ’70 Boss 302s have a rear spoiler? I have 
never seen one without one. Thank you.

Tony Vergara
Via the Internet

The rear spoiler was a $43 retail option on the ’70 Boss 302. The ’70 

Boss 302 decklid was typically blacked out on Dearborn (F) cars top and 

bottom. On Metuchen (T) plant built cars the top of decklid was low-gloss 

textured black while the bottom of the decklid was typically body color. The 

rear window moldings and the panel between the window and decklid was 

low-gloss textured black. The PPG code for textured black is DDL 9381. No 

blackout delete option was listed on the dealer new car order form.
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{ }VINTAGE TECH ADVICEBEYOND THE BASICS Dave Stribling  TEXT

and painted each time with acrylic 

lacquer. After a couple of years of 

cruising with my arm resting on the 

door the paint begins to wear down 

to the primer. What am I doing 

wrong? Do people use urethane? 

Thank you.

Chuck Phillips

Via the Internet

Ford used lacquer on the interior 

because of the grain pattern on the 

inside of the doors. Enamel fills in 

too much and you lose the surface. 

As you’ve already figured out, the 

lacquer paint does not hold up as  

well as enamel paint. I have not had 

good luck with the commercially 

available interior lacquers.  

They are very thin and using it in 

aerosol form it is difficult to get the 

metallic evenly distributed (the ’67 

Mustang “black” interior is actually 

a charcoal metallic).

Regulations have all but 

eliminated automotive lacquers with 

the exception of a very few holdouts, 

and if you can find someone who still 

carries it, it is very, very expensive. 

And while you can spray enamels 

over lacquers, spraying lacquers over 

enamels will cause wrinkling due to 

the harsh solvents in lacquer. If you 

want to spray enamel over the grained 

surface of the doors, my suggestion 

would be to strip the doors all the way 

down. I have used a small touch up 

gun because it has a very small tip in 

it and you can dust the enamel on the 

door to prevent buildup. Be careful to 

make light passes when you shoot.

If you do not care about being 100 

percent original, there is a rattle can 

I have found that looks pretty decent. 

Plastikote makes a product called 

Metal Flake. It is a lacquer-based 

product and it is much easier to spray 

than the lacquers made for interiors. 

Plastikote #320 black isn’t perfect 

but it is much easier to apply, isn’t 

thin like the other options, and it is 

pretty close in color. Try a can and 

spray it out on a test board and see 

what you think.

MASTER  
CYLINDER PORTS

I 
purchased a brake power 

assist unit online for my ’66 

Mustang. It arrived with the 

master cylinder attached. 

The master cylinder has 

two equal reservoirs with four 

ports—two ports on each side. Is this 

so each wheel has its own separate 

brake line?

Margie Turner

Via the Internet

Many master cylinders now come 

with ports on both sides to allow 

flexibility of installation. There 

are only two lines that run from 

the master cylinder to the brake 

distribution block, so you don’t need 

to run four lines. Depending on the 

car and the options, you may want to 

run the lines toward the inner fender 

or toward the engine to clear different 

accessories. Simply block off the pair 

you aren’t using. The manufacturer 

has probably provided a pair of plugs 

to do this.

Check with the source of your 

purchase and see if they provide 

a distribution block or if you are 

supposed to use your old one. If you 

are upgrading to disc brakes or four-

wheel disc brakes you may want to 

change the distribution block. On a 

’66 single reservoir master cylinder 

the distribution block was simply a 

tee for drum brakes to split the front 

brake lines, while disc brakes got a 

proportioning valve. In 1967, Ford 

went to the dual reservoir master 

cylinder for safety (two separate 

braking circuits), and the distribution 

block now held the brake light switch, 

which could detect if one of the 

braking systems lost pressure. Make 

sure you get a distribution block that 

matches your new master cylinder.

There is no reason to run 

individual lines to each wheel, 

but most distribution blocks have 

separate ports for each front wheel 

(since it is right there by the driver’s 

wheel) and a single output port for 

the rear wheels. The rear brakes are 

usually split at the rear axle. Running 

individual lines would require more 

fluid, a larger reservoir, and more 

piston volume to push the additional 

fluid. Plus the line routing and 

labor to do so; this isn’t necessary. 

Modern cars with ABS do run lines 

to each wheel so they can control the 

braking pressure individually, but 

the individual lines emanate from the 

ABS unit, not the master cylinder.

INTERIOR PAINT

I 
have a ’67 Mustang convert-

ible that has black paint on 

the interior of the doors. 

I’ve stripped and cleaned 

the doors a couple of times 



When it’s down to the wire, 
the choice is easy.

www.americanautowire.com

Your wiring is one thing you want built right the first time.  American 
Autowire provides the highest-quality automotive wiring, the easiest 
install, and the best tech support in the industry.  Call us at 1-866-657-
2050 or click:

Sure, it can be tamed...
but why would you?



New VHX Series Hybrid Analog/Digital Instrumentation 

1965 - 73
1979 - 93

Direct-Fit Applications

www.DakotaDigital.com/MF
800.593.2693

Phone: 817-531-2665     24 Hour Fax Line: 817-531-3257
1201 Forum Way South Fort Worth, TX 76140          Website: www.oldairproducts.com 

Division of Cold Air Products Inc.

UNDERDASH A/C

SYSTEMS
1965-70 Mustangs

UNDERHOOD A/C

PERFORMANCE KITS

for Factory A/C Systems

1965-70 Mustangs

ELECTRIC

FAN ASSEMBLIES

1965-70 Mustangs

HEAT, COOL & DEFROST SYSTEMS

1964-66 Mustang

1967-68 Mustang 



V I N T A G E  T I R E S

ROADSTER
W I R E  W H E E L S

MUSTANG TIRES & WHEELSMUSTANG TIRES & WHEELS

Your Source for



EVERY C AR, TRUCK, AND SUV EXTENSIVELY REVIEWED IN OUR ALL-NEW BUYER’S  
GUIDE. ALL THE AUTOMOTIVE NEWS YOU NEED TO SEE, THE SECOND IT BREAKS.

FASTER. SLICKER. MOBILE OPTIMIZED. 

INTRODUCING  
AN ALL-NEW  
MOTORTREND.COM

Over 200 premium 
PJs, each with:
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It’s a gift 

you’ll BOTH love!

1.800.GIVE.PJS

PajamaGram.com



FROM STREET TO STRIP and ALL POINTS IN BETWEEN
Nothing beats Rockett Brand7 Racing Fuel for power and performance!

Rockett Brand7 Racing Fuel is known for formulating the most technologically

advanced racing fuels on the market today.  It is the only racing fuel backed

by 60+ years of fuel formulating experience, professional technical and

engineering support, and uncompromising product quality.  Our promise to

the racing community has been simple and consistent; make the best fuels

on the market and stand behind what we produce 100%.

For Product Information and

Tech Support:

Call - (800) 345-0076

Visit - www.rockettbrand.com

Scan for Instant 

Website Access



 for performance mustang parts

go to

®

POLYGRAPHITEPOLYGRAPHITE
PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

®

POLYGRAPHITEPOLYGRAPHITE
PERFORMANCE

Leaf Springs

Front
Coil-Over
Shocks

Standard & Super Front End Kits

Seat
Upholstery

Suspension Kits

Aluminum Tie Rod
Adjusting Sleeves

Front Brake Conversions

Sway Bar Kits

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
ONLINE ORDER TOLL FREE

 

CALL TODAY

FOR PST’S

FREE CATALOG!

S113-MWGT

FREE SHIPPING

Generic Photos - actual part may vary.

P-S-T.COM 877-224-1710

SUPPLYING MUSTANG PERFORMANCE PARTS FOR OVER 30 YEARS
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SPONSORED BY READERS’ ALBUM

From One 
Coast to the 
Other

T
his Emberglo beauty of a 

’66 convertible belongs to 

Mike and Tara Hackney of 

St. Augustine, Florida. The original 

San Jose car spent a good portion of 

its life on the West Coast (including 

a stint on Oahu, Hawaii, when owned 

by a serviceman). A full restoration was completed in Sacramento, California, including a rebuild of the C-code 289 V-8 and 

an upgrade from the original three-speed to a four-speed manual transmission. Many more years went by and the Mustang 

made its way to the East Coast and Florida where a new owner completely restored the interior. Mike and Tara purchased 

the drop-top from this Florida owner and are now its caretakers.

Neighborhood 
Find

L
ike many projects, Jason 

Braun’s ’69 hardtop was a 

rough and tired Mustang 

when he found it rusting away one 

street over from the house he had just 

moved into. It took another five years 

before the owner relented and sold 

the hardtop to Jason (that was five 

years ago and Jason says, “It was that 

or he would have to move!”). Jason 

started the project with earnest, removing everything he could to clean and refurbish or replace. Originality wasn’t a pri-

ority since his plans were for a restomod from the beginning, but he did desire to keep the Mustang’s styling and original 

lines and we think he did it just right. Upgrades include a 347 stroked small-block with a Comp Cams roller cam. Edel-

brock intake, MSD ignition bits, Flowmaster exhaust, rack-and-pinion steering, all new wiring via an American Autowire 

kit, electric fan, and 

Vintage Air A/C.
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800-548-2168  ELECTRIC-LIFE.COM

Electric-Life accessories give your classic car modern 
convenience and luxury without modifying its classic looks.

BILLET WIRE LOOMS BILLET SWITCH KITS POWER BEAR CLAW LATCHES POWER WINDOW SWITCHES

SWITCH UP

SWITCH DOWN

Kits available for: Mustang, Cougar, 
Fairlane and many other vehicles.
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THANK YOU  
FOR SUPPORTING  
OUR ADVERTISERS

MO015
Restoration & Performance Parts for 

GM, Ford & Chrysler Muscle Cars

You’re not just building a car - you’re building memories with the ones you love. During 
the YEARONE Christmas Sale, you can save 20% or more on the parts you need to 

build those memories. Visit YEARONE.com and enter code HSM15 for huge savings 
on applicable items. 

For details please call  1-800-932-7663 | Sale Ends December 31, 2015 
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HIND SIGHT

T
he ’70s were a wild time and that cer-

tainly applied to the car scene. Through-

out the decade, the car magazines actively 

promoted the burgeoning Street Freak 

scene that featured wild custom paint-

jobs, lots of chrome, and plenty of stuff sticking out 

of the hoods and wheelwells of the day’s muscle cars. 

Mustangs were one of the most-often “freaked” cars, 

and we found this example while digging through our 

vast photo archives. When Don Green photographed 

this ISCA-winning ’69 SportsRoof in 1978, Ron Olsen of 

Santa Rosa, California, owned it. He had a 6-71 blower 

(polished of course) on the 428CJ, which was built for 

real power (unlike many of the show cars of the day) 

and backed by a Top Loader four-speed—as it should 

have been. Ladder bars and Gabriel HiJackers air 

shocks gave it the clearance to run those wide N50-15 

Radial T/As on wire wheels and the wild Candy Blue 

and lace paint from Prism Autobody made it sparkle.

Nostalgia always runs in stages, so what do you 

think; will this look ever be cool again? Or do you think 

it’s cool today?

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y   Don Green, TEN Archives

Street Freaks! 



Performance, Restoration & Accessory Parts
Use Promo Code MM15 to Save 5% Now Through December 31st*

®

Georgia
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Connecticut
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Some parts are not legal for sale or use in California with emission controlled vehicles. Prices subject to change. Mustangs Unlimited is an independently owned and  operated company and is not affiliated or associated with Ford Motor Company. *Due to our already low prices, some items are discount exempt.

FREE SHIPPING
No Handling or Oversize Fees! See Web

For Details

'65-15 Wheel and Tire Packages
Fully mounted & 
balanced with 
center caps.

Wheel and Tire Packages feature the following tire brands:

PACKAGES
 AVAILABLE 

STARTING FROM

$91995

WTP4B

Tri-Y 
Headers

$19495

'65-70 
260/289/302 

Black 
Painted Finish

652804

Power Steering 
Conversion Kits

$81495

$25395

Aluminum Radiators
Available in 2, 3, & 4 row for ‘65-04 Mustangs 

2-Row
251EC

4-Row
339MC

FS339

ELECTRIC FAN  
& SHROUD KITS

$19395
STARTING FROM

$34895
STARTING FROMSTARTING FROM

$19895
STARTING FROM

3-Row
259CC

‘65-73 Mustang Pony Mat Sets

$8895Set of 4
Available in 
Red or Black

Black .................. FMGT1 .....................
Red ..................... FMGT3 .....................

FMGT1 FMGT3

Radial T/A Polyglas GT Redline Radials

Slidebar Radios 

'65-66 ....... SLIDE1 ...................
'67-73 ........ SLIDE2 ...................

$27995
SLIDE1

Fuel Tank Kit
w/ Drain Plug

$14388

This kit offers you 
the convenience of 
the most commonly 
needed parts to 
service your fuel tank 
in one kit.

69002K
'65-67 289  
w/ Manual 
Steering

'65-67

B999020

Just slide the 'slidebar' to the right & the analog 
AM radio display reveals a digital display.

KITS 
STARTING FROM:

B999020 
shown:  
$1,030.07

WTP4B shown: $1,479.64

*Also available in chrome & ceramic




